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2 Seas Agency’s most recent foreign rights deals include:

SEPTEMBER 2016

Gerritsen, Esther, Brother: France (Albin Michel)
Marsons, Angela, Silent Scream and Evil Games:  Sweden (Lind & Co)
Ricard, Matthieu; André, Christophe; Jollien, Alexandre, Three Friends in Search of Wis-
dom: USA (Sounds True, WEL)
Verbeke Annelies, Thirty Days: France (Fleuve Editions, in a pre-empt)

AUGUST 2016

Abitbol, Jean, The Power of the Voice: USA (Plural Publishing, WEL)
Ackerman, Angela & Puglisi, Becca, The Rural Setting Thesaurus and The Urban Setting Thesau-
rus: Japan (Film Art Sha)
Bryndza, Robert, The Girl in the Ice: Norway (Cappelen Damm)
Cazacu, Matei, Dracula: USA (Brill, WEL)
Jensen, Louise, The Sister: Netherlands (A.W. Bruna, in a pre-empt)
Norris, Dan, Content Machine: Vietnam (Thai Ha)
Sattouf, Riad, The Arab of the Future (Volumes 4 and 5): Germany (Knaus)
Uras, Michaël, Take Two Chapters and Call Me in the Morning: Korea (Chaekpung), Czech Republic 
(XYZ-Albatros)

JULY 2016

Altucher, James, The Rich Employee: Mexico (Ediciones B), Poland (OSM CONSULT)
Cardoso, Rafael, The Remnant: Netherlands (Nieuw Amsterdam)
Debureaux, Matthias, How to Bore People with Your Travel Stories: Korea (Purun Communication/
Philiosophik)
Groen, Hendrik, As Long As There Is Life: UK & Commonwealth (Michael Joseph/Penguin Random 
House UK), Egypt (Al Kotob Khan, World Arabic rights), Czech Republic (XYZ-Albatros, at auction, in a 
two-book deal), Slovakia (Albatros Media, at auction, in a two-book deal)
Groen, Hendrik, Attempts to Make Something of Life: Czech Republic (XYZ-Albatros, at auction, in a 
two-book deal), Slovakia (Albatros Media, at auction, in a two-book deal)
Rimmer, Kelly, When I Lost You: Norway (Cappelen Damm)
Ziegler, Jessica & Dworkin-McDaniel, Norine, Science of Parenthood. Thoroughly Unscientific 
Explanations for Utterly Baffling Parenting Situations: Vietnam (Tre Publishing House), Taiwan (He-
liopolis Culture Group)

JUNE 2016

Berry, Wendell, The Art of the Commonplace: France (Wildproject)
Debureaux, Matthias, How to Bore People with Your Travel Stories: Germany (Nagel & Kimche)
Gerritsen, Esther, Brother: Germany (Aufbau, at auction)
Groen, Hendrik, As Long As There Is Life: Poland (Albatros)
Polman, Linda, Death Row Dollies: Living with the Death Penalty: Turkey (Paloma)
Ricard, Matthieu; André, Christophe; Jollien, Alexandre, Three Friends in Search of Wis-
dom: Thailand (Suan Nguen Mee Ma)
Robben, Jaap, You Have Me to Love: Czech Republic (Vyšehrad)
Sarr, Felwine, Afrotopia: USA (Univocal, WEL)
Uras, Michaël, Take Two Chapters and Call Me in the Morning: Italy (Editrice Nord, in a pre-empt)
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WORLDWIDE REPRESENTATION
Selected titles presented in this catalog

engLIsh Language PubLIsheRs and agents
April Eberhardt Literary (USA) | Ideapress Publishing (USA) | ONE/Pushkin Press (UK) 

FRanCe
Allary Editions | Editions de La Martinière Littérature | Le Livre de Poche (paperback originals only) + imprint 

Préludes Editions 

the netheRLands
Bertram + de Leeuw | De Geus | Meulenhoff Boekerij | Nieuw Amsterdam

authoRs (in our Fall 2016 catalogs)
Kader Abdolah (backlist via Uitgeverij De Geus, latest titles via Uitgeverij Prometheus) | Angela Ackerman 
& Becca Puglisi | James Altucher | Paulien Cornelisse | Chris Ducker | Norine Dworkin-McDaniel & Jessica 
Ziegler | Jacques Expert (via Sonatine Editions) | Marek Halter (via Editions Robert Laffont) | Dan Norris | 

Jesse Warren Tevelow

EXCLUSIVE CO-AGENTS 
For our world rights titles

Afrikaans: Van Aggelen African Literary Agency | Brazil: Villas-Boas & Moss Agency | Bulgaria: Anthea 
Agency | Greece: Ersilia Agency | Hungary, Croatia: Andrew Nurnberg Associates, Budapest Office | Israel: 

The Deborah Harris Agency | Italy, Portugal: The Ella Sher Agency | Poland: Graal Agency | Romania, 
Czech Republic, Slovakia: Livia Stoia Agency | Russia, Belarus, Ukraine: Anastasia Lester Agency | Ser-
bia, Slovenia, Montenegro, Macedonia, Bosnia, Albania: Plima Agency | Spain: SalmaiaLit  | Turkey: 

Akcali Agency / Kalem Agency

REPRESENTATION IN SELECTED TERRITORIES
See individual catalogs & information sheets

FRom the engLIsh Language
Kleinworks Agency (France, the Netherlands, Scandinavia) | Lorella Belli Literary Agency (the Netherlands, 
Scandinavia) | OR Books (France, the Netherlands, Scandinavia) | The Rights Factory (France & the Nether-

lands, adult titles only)

FRom FRanCe & QuebeC 
Editions Au Diable Vauvert (the Netherlands, Scandinavia, World English) | L’Autre Agence (the Netherlands, 

Scandinavia, North America) | Editions du Boréal (the Netherlands, Scandinavia, USA) | Editions XO (selected 
titles in selected territories)

FRom otheR teRRItoRIes
Thiele Verlag, Germany (World English) | Ersilia Literary Agency, Greece (the Netherlands) | Villas-Boas & 
Moss Literary Consultancy, Brazil (World English, the Netherlands & Scandinavia), The Ella Sher Literary 
Agency, Spain (the Netherlands & North America) | The Laura Ceccacci Agency, Italy (the Netherlands and 

Scandinavia; select number of titles also in France and North America)



CLIents & Co-agents

2 Seas Agency

French 
Publishers



Publisher:  Allary Editions
Original Language:  French | 200 pp. | November 2016
Territory:  World Excl French

the aLmanaCh oF the seasons

Marc Giraud is a naturalist, a writer 
specialised in zoology and a radio 
presenter. He has authored many 

works on nature: The Kama-sutra of 
Damselflies (Le Kama-sutra des dem-

oiselles), Dead Calm with the Soles 
(Calme plat chez les soles), Darwin 

for Monkeys (Darwin c’est tout bête), 
Super Bestiary (Super bestiaire), 

Lane-side Nature (La nature en bord 
de chemin), Lane-side Animals (Les 

animaux en bord de chemin).
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By Marc Giraud

natuRe | gIFt book

A look at the wildlife and plants around us – in Europe and North 
America – over the months. An illustrated book for the whole 
family, both fun and educational. 

In line with his successful books Lane-side Nature (La nature en 
bord de chemin) and Lane-side Animals (Les animaux en bord de 
chemin), Marc Giraud invites us to learn about the wildlife and 
plants around us over the seasons.

A book for the whole family that tells us about the wonderful 
world of nature, month by month. The many fun and educational 
texts are accompanied by 400 original drawings.

About the Author
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MARC GIRAUD

LA NATURE AU FIL 
DES SAISONS

Publisher: Allary Editions
Original Language:  French | 300 pp. | November 2016
Territory:  World Excl French 

Jean-FRançoIs ReveL FRom a to Z 
By Pierre Boncenne, Henri Astier, Jacques Faule (eds.)

essay | PhILosoPhy 

Philosopher and journalist Jean-François Revel (1924 - 2006) was 
one of the sharpest minds of the second half of the twentieth century.

This A to Z (based on the model of Gilles Deleuze from A to Z, which 
enabled Deleuze to bring his thinking to the general public), is a ‘di-
gest’ of Revel’s work. The extracts are the best way to (re)discover his 
humor and witticisms.

Three top experts on Jean-François Revel, including Pierre Bon-
cenne, the author of For Jean-François Revel (Pour Jean-François 
Revel) have selected the essentials of his work.

Henri Astier is a journalist for the 
BBC in London and contributes to the 

Times Literary Supplement. Pierre 
Boncenne, an essay writer, was the ed-
itor-in-chief of Lire magazine and for 

a long time worked with Bernard Pivot 
on the television shows Apostrophes 
and Bouillon de culture. He authored 
For Jean-François Revel (Pour Jean-
François Revel, Renaudot Essay Prize, 

2006) and Simon Leys’ Umbrella 
(Parapluie de Simon Leys). Jacques 

Faule, formerly a curator at the French 
national library, is also an actor.

About the Editors

Preface by Mario Vargas Llosa

400 original drawings
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the vIRtues oF FaILuRe
By Charles Pépin
Publisher: Allary Editions
Original Language:  French | 240 pp. | September 2016
Territory:  World Excl French | Under option: Korea

How to fail successfully
Behind great achievements often hide laborious beginnings, fruit-
less attempts and other fiascos. Many see it as a sign of weakness 
rather than of daring, a handicap and not a measure of experience.
But failure can be seen as a special moment when an individual, 
faced with reality, becomes aware of their limits, learns to know 
themselves and better understand what they want most of all. A 
healthy challenge that gives them a clearer vision of themselves, 
humbler and stronger. De Gaulle, Steve Jobs, Rafael Nadal, The 
Beatles, JK Rowling… This essay reminds us that they all suffered 
painful setbacks at the beginning of their careers, which they were 
able to transform into founding experiences.
Drawing on these examples, Pépin calls on Seneca, Cicero, Sartre 
and Freud to look at failure differently. In a sharp and direct style, 
he teaches us how not to be paralysed by the fear of failure in order 
to live fully, to dare and to have a go; ‘to take the risk of life itself.’

A little book of wisdom that, by showing us the virtues of failure, 
puts us on track for authentic success.

Charles Pépin is a philosopher, a graduate 
of the Paris Institute of Political Studies 
and HEC, and a teacher. He also hosts 

‘Philo Mondays’ at the MK2 Odéon cin-
ema. He has authored several novels, in-

cluding Joy (La Joie), The Unfaithful (Les 
Infidèles); essays, One Week of Philosophy 

(Une semaine de philosophie), Philoso-
phers on the Couch (Les Philosophes sur 

le divan); and three comic books with 
the author Jul, selling between 150,000 

and 200,000 copies. His books have been 
translated in 20 countries.

Publisher: Allary Editions
Original Language:  French | 224 pp. | August 2016
Territory:  World Excl French 

showIng uP
By Florent Oiseau

LIteRaRy FICtIon

A debut novel that takes a humorous look at the precarious genera-
tion, drifting between unemployment and casual work. 
Fred, in his early forties, floats along from day to day. After years 
of doing jobs that put something on the table and periods of unem-
ployment, he gave up on having a career. His days are now spent 
sleeping, eating sausages in front of daytime television and drink-
ing halves in the local bistro, waiting for love. 
Until he finds out that his entitlement to benefits is coming to an 
end and the little money he gets will soon be stopped. There is noth-
ing for it: he has to get down to work. He won’t find a paid job, but 
he will find problems. Because Fred, out of laziness or naivety, has a 
nasty habit of landing himself in trouble…
From Paris to Malaga, Showing Up takes us on a comic series of 
adventures with a character that is as likeable as he is disillusioned. 
A modern-day comedy in which the precarious generation appears 
behind the laughter.

Florent Oiseau, 25 years old, has been 
a gas station attendant, unemployed, a 
barman, a dishwasher, a night recep-

tionist, a worker at a bread factory, un-
employed, a crêpe maker and a worker 
on the Paris-Venice night train. He now 
works as a supervisor at a high school 
in the Paris suburbs. Showing Up (Je 

vais m’y mettre) is his debut novel.

About the Author

The most casual novel of the rentrée littéraire and certain-
ly one of the funniest. –AFP
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naRRatIve non-FICtIon

About the Author

Allary Éditions

FRANÇOIS-OLIVIER ROUSSEAU

DEVENIR
CHRISTIAN DIOR

beComIng ChRIstIan dIoR
By François-Olivier Rousseau
Publisher: Allary Editions
Original Language:  French | 300 pp. | September 2016
Territory:  World Excl French 

The story of Christian Dior plunges us into the cultural and ar-
tistic avant-garde of the first half of the twentieth century.

In Paris, in the twenties, a young man was seeking out his path. 
He would spend evenings at the ‘Boeuf sur le toit’ with already-
famous artists who all already saw him as one of their own. 
Christian, not yet Dior, did not know how to express his talent. 
He hesitated, feeling his way, designing hats and doing illustra-
tions for the fashion press. But the war brought his ambitions to 
a halt: he found himself employed on a farm.

After the Liberation he went back to Paris and in 1947 he pre-
sented his first collection. The New Look was met with instant 
global success. The Dior house became the embodiment of 
French chic, and Dior himself at once became myth.

François-Olivier Rousseau has authored 
Edward’s Child (L’Enfant d’Édouard, Prix 

Médicis 1981), Sébastien Doré (Marcel 
Proust Prize 1986), Wannsee Station (La 

gare de Wannsee, Grand Prix du Roman de 
l’Académie francaise 1988) and The Ferry-
man (Le Passeur, Stock, 2001). He is also 
a screenwriter for cinema: Children of the 
Century (Les enfants du Siècle), Nathalie, 

The Princess of Montpensier (La Princesse 
de Montpensier) and Princesse Marie.

PsyChoLogy | sCIenCe | sPIRItuaLIty

About the Authors

By Matthieu Ricard & Wolf Singer

Publisher: Allary Editions
Original Language:  English | 236 pp. | January 2017
Territory:  World Excl French and German (Suhrkamp publishes 
German edition early 2017)

The secrets of the brain and meditation
One of them lives in a remote monastery, deep in the Himalayas. 
The other is an eminent German academic from Munich. 

In a free-wheeling conversation that is both intimate and lively, 
they debate their respective beliefs about the nature of conscious-
ness, free-will, emotions, ego and more. Between them, they in-
carnate a dialogue between western science and eastern wisdom, 
reconciling the most advanced scientific studies with spiritual ex-
ercises that have been practiced by Tibetan monks for millennia. 
A fascinating journey to the heart of the human spirit, in which 
we learn, among many other things, that the compassion, benev-
olence and emotional equilibrium generated and maintained by 
meditation have a profound, scientifically perceptible effect on our 
brains.

Matthieu Ricard is a Buddhist monk and a 
photographer. A molecular geneticist, he has 
served as an interpreter for the Dalai Lama. 
He first became well known thanks to the 

book he wrote with his father, Jean-François 
Revel (The Monk and the Philosopher, 1997). 

Wolf Singer is Dir. emeritus at the Max Planck 
Institute for Brain Research in Frankfurt 

and Founding Director of both the Frankfurt 
Institute for Advanced Studies (FIAS) and the 

Ernst Strüngmann Institute for Brain Re-
search (ESI) for Neuroscience in Cooperation 

with Max Planck Society.

beyond the seLF. dIaLogues between a 
neuRosCIentIst and a buddhIst monk

Longlisted for the Prix Renaudot Essay 2016

What a life, embroidered entirely into the fabric of 
dreams! –Dominique Bona of the Académie française 
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Publisher: Allary Editions
Original Language:  French | 160 pp. | October 2016 
Territory:  World Excl French
Rights Sold (mostly at auction or in pre-empts): Catalan (Salaman-
dra), Croatia (Fibra), Denmark (Cobolt), Germany (Knaus/Random-
house), the Netherlands (De Geus), Spain (Salamandra), Sweden 
(Cobolt), UK (Two Roads/Hodder), USA (Metropolitan Books/Henry 
Holt). Under option in several territories.

the aRab oF the FutuRe voL. 3

Riad Sattouf is a cartoonist and 
filmmaker. Born in 1978, he spent 
his childhood between Libya, Syria 

and Brittany. He studied applied 
art in Nantes and animation at the 

Gobelins School of the Image. He has 
authored The Unlucky Adventures 
of Jérémie (Les Pauvres Aventures 
de Jérémie), Virgin Guide (Manuel 

du puceau), Back to Junior High 
(Retour au college), Pascal Brutal 

and The Secret Life of Youths (La Vie 
secrète des jeunes). Riad Sattouf is 

one of the few graphic novel authors 
to have won the Fauve d’or at the 

Angoulême festival twice (for Pascal 
Brutal 3 in 2010 and The Arab of the 
Future 1 in 2015). Since 2014, he has 

been drawing Esther’s Notebooks 
(Les Cahiers d’Esther) for L’Obs 

every week, based on the true stories 
of a 10-year-old little girl called 

Esther A. The first volume of her 
stories, published in January 2016 
by Allary Éditions, has already sold 

over 100,000 copies. As a filmmaker, 
he directed The French Kissers (Les 
Beaux Gosses, César for best debut 
film) and Jacky in Women’s King-
dom (Jacky au royaume des filles).
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By Riad Sattouf

gRaPhIC memoIR 

After having followed her husband to Libya and then to Syria, Ri-
ad’s mother can’t take any more of village life in Ter Maaleh. She 
wants to go back to France. Riad sees his father torn between his 
wife’s aspirations and the weight of family traditions…

The Arab of the Future tells the story of Riad Sattouf’s childhood 
in the Middle East. The first volume (2014) covers the period from 
1978 to 1984: from birth to the age of six, little Riad is shuttled 
between Libya, Brittany and Syria. The second volume (2015) tells 
the story of his first year of school in Syria (1984-1985). This third 
volume sees him between the ages of six and nine, the time he be-
comes aware of the society he is growing up in. Can you celebrate 
Christmas in Ter Maaleh? Were there video clubs in Homs? How do 
eight-year-olds fast for Ramadan? Was Conan the Barbarian cir-
cumcised? Were Breton villagers kinder to their animals than their 
Syrian counterparts? How far will Riad go to please his father? And 
how far will his father go to become an important man in the Syria 
of Hafez Al-Assad?

An international publishing phenomenon, the first two volumes of 
The Arab of the Future have already sold more than 700,000 copies 
in France and nearly one million worldwide. Translated into 17 lan-
guages, the albums have been awarded multiple prizes, including 
the Grand prix RTL for graphic novels in 2014, the Fauve d’or (Best 
Album Prize) at the 2015 international festival of graphic novels 
in Angoulême and the Los Angeles Times Graphic Novel Prize in 
2016.

The Arab of the Future will consist of five volumes.

About the Author
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Volumes 1 & 2: combined sales of over 700,000 copies 
in France and 1 million in the world; full English trans-
lations available
Volume 3: inital print run of 160,000 copies
Volume 1: Winner of the Los Angeles Times Graphic 
Novel Prize and the Fauve d’Or prize at Angoulême
The series has been critically acclaimed by the press 
and readers around the world
This stunning memoir, reminiscent of a male Persepolis, was an 
award-winning bestseller when published in France. Sattouf gives 
a powerfully detailed child’s-eye view of the cultural conflict of our 
times. —Publishers Weekly

Excellent… An authentic, emotionally honest memoir and a useful 
background reading for present events. –Guardian



Publisher:  Allary Editions
Original Language:  French | 288 pp. | April 2016
Territory:  World Excl French
Rights Sold: USA (Plural Publishing, WEL) 

the PoweR oF the voICe

Jean Abitbol is a ‘speech pathologist’, 
that is to say, a doctor of the voice. 

Close to the ‘Voice foundation’ since 
its inception, he has spent his entire 

career between France and the United 
States, treating among others Celine 
Dion and François Mitterrand. He 
is the author of one previous book, 

which was translated as The Odyssey 
of the Voice and published in the 

United States by Plural Publishing.
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By Jean Abitbol

essay | PoPuLaR sCIenCe 

A world-renowned physician reveals the secrets of the greatest 
‘voice artists’ and helps us to better use our own.

Pop stars, blues singers, opera singers, political leaders, lawyers, 
actors, impersonators, ventriloquists: Jean Abitbol is the doctor of 
the greatest French and American voice professionals. Do they all 
have a special gift? How do they work and play with their voice 
to seduce us? How can each of us get inspiration from their tech-
niques to become more efficient, more attractive?

Based on many meetings and anecdotes, this book is a scientific 
and personal journey into the discovery of this instrument that 
each of us has, but of which many have never truly measured the 
power: our voice.

About the Author
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Over 5,000 copies sold
At the crossroads of medicine, biology and sociology. –
France Culture

An expert, recognised as one of the most important people in his field! 
–Europe 1
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리아드 사투프 지음•박언주 옮김

중동에서 보낸 어린 시절 (1978–1984)

미래의 아랍인

Riad Sattouf

L’ARABE DU FUTUR
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Matthieu Ricard is a Buddhist monk 
and a photographer. A molecular ge-

neticist, he has served as an interpreter 
for the Dalai Lama. He first became 
well known thanks to the book he 

wrote with his father, Jean-François 
Revel (The Monk and the Philosopher, 

1997). The author of In Defense of 
Happiness and The Art of Meditation, 
he devotes much of his time to human-
itarian projects with the organization 

Karuna Shechen.

Born in 1975, Alexandre Jollien spent 
seventeen years in a home for the 

physically disabled. A philosopher and 
a writer, his work has been attracting 
an ever-growing readership from In 

Praise of Weakness (1999, Académie 
Française Prize), The Task of Being a 
Man (2002), Building the Self (2006), 

A Short Treatise on Abandonment 
(2012).

Christophe André is a psychiatrist, one 
of the top French specialists in the psy-
chology of emotions and feelings. He is 
the author of many successful books, 
including Imperfect, Free and Happy 
(2006, Psychologies Magazine Prize), 
The Soul’s States (2009), And Don’t 

Forget to Be Happy (2014). His book 
Meditating, Day after Day (2011) has 
become the N° 1 introduction to med-

itation.

About the Authors

Publisher: Allary Editions/L’Iconoclaste
Original Language:  French | 530 pp. | January 2016
Territory:  World Excl France, Germany, Italy, Korea, Greece, and Spain
Rights Sold: Brazil (Alaùde/Tordesilhas), Korea (Ulysses, at auction), Spain 
(Urano, at auction), Vietnam (Thai Ha), Finland (Basam Books), Poland 
(Czarna Owca, at auction), Taiwan (Athena Press/Eurasian Publishing 
Group, at auction), Turkey (Kuraldisi), Italy (Neri Pozza), Romania (Trei, at 
auction), China (Beijing Imaginist Time Culture), Thailand (Suan Nguyen 
Mee Ma), USA (Sounds True, WEL)

thRee FRIends In seaRCh oF wIsdom
a monk, a PhILosoPheR and a PsyChIatRIst  
sPeak to us about what’s most ImPoRtant

By Christophe André, Alexandre Jollien, Matthieu Ricard

essay | PsyChoLogy | sPIRItuaLIty 

AN EXCEPTIONAL THREESOME
A philosopher, a monk, a psychiatrist: three old friends who are all 
well known for their wisdom and for the values they defend in their 
books and in the media. Each in his own field has written bestsellers 
that have reached a wide audience.

THE STORY BEHIND THIS BOOK
They have been dreaming about writing a book together for years. 
Not a debate, not “just another book,” but a truly important project 
based on the diversity of their experiences, one that would explore 
the question of what creates joy and hardship in life; a book that 
would be profound, intense, and above all, useful to the largest pos-
sible number of people. They spent ten days in the heart of the Per-
igord region debating the issues that are essential to them.

A BOOK TO HELP US LIVE BETTER
Neither holding themselves up as icons, nor intending to preach, 
they share what they yearn for most, as well as their relationship to 
ego, feelings and emotions, their angst, and their efforts to live in 
accordance with their truest selves. They draw the most essential 
lessons from their life paths, their reading and their years of per-
sonal and professional research in order to accompany each of us on 
our road through life. Through them, each of us can learn about the 
task of living.

English sample available; over 350,000 copies sold
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Selling PointS:

• Three of today’s most popular authors in a single volume.
• A very personal book in which they reveal how they live 

day to day.
• An uncommon compilation of life lessons and advice.

These three [authors] have delivered a ‘treaty’ of wisdom that brings 
real answers to the questions everyone is asking: how to overcome 
the trials of life, regain self-esteem, stop feeling guilty, gain more 
freedom… [This book is] nothing less than a manual to live better. 
—Le Point



Publisher: Allary Editions
Original Language:  French | 317 pp. | May 2016
Territory: World Excl French | Rights Sold: Spain (Arpa)

CoFFee wIth voLtaIRe. ConveRsatIons 
wIth the gReatest mInds oF hIs tIme

A journalist, Louis Bériot, former di-
rector of programming for Antenne 
2 then France 2, has written over 20 
books (non-fiction and novels) and a 
dozen screenplays. His most recent 
published work: Louis: the Eagle 

with the Eyes of a Dove, published 
at Robert Laffont (2014).
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By Louis Bériot

essay | bIogRaPhy

Voltaire is more up-to-date than ever. His life was as exciting as 
his ideas were visionary. Instead of a traditional biography, Louis 
Bériot presents Voltaire’s fascinating, idea- and action-filled life 
through a few decisive encounters staged with stunning realism.
Neither a history book, nor a philosophical essay nor a novel, this 
is an imaginary stroll through the Enlightenment accompanied 
by a guide named Voltaire. Through picturesque, facetious and 
profound rendezvous, the talented, extravagant poet, playwright, 
philosopher and polemicist will introduce us to key 18th-century 
figures: Newton, Montesquieu, Madame de Pompadour, Freder-
ick the Great, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Buffon and Diderot. Their 
often real, sometimes imagined encounters are based extensively 
on their own words, drawn from their books and letters. The sub-
jects they discuss include power, religion, superstition, fanaticism 
and intolerance. We revisit the eternal questions about life, death, 
love and morality. 

About the Author

Christine Clerc is a journalist and a 
writer. She has written numerous biog-
raphies, essays and novels, including, 

most notably, The de Gaulles, a French 
Family (Les de Gaulle, une famille 

française) and Jacques Chirac’s Diary 
(Journal intime de Jacques Chirac). 

About the Author

the man who bRought the geneRaL 
down. the FaCe to FaCe de gauLLe - Cohn 
bendIt In 1968
By Christine Clerc

LIteRaRy FICtIon

May 28, 1968: Dany, a radical student leader who had been expelled 
from France, slips back over the border from Germany. When he 
stops in Paris, his comrades tell him his lawyer has been desperately 
trying to reach him. “The President of France wants to see you.”
What follows is an imaginary interaction between two icons; Gen-
eral de Gaulle and Daniel Cohn-Bendit. One is 77 – a military man 
and an intellectual, with deep roots in French history, devoted to the 
over-arching interests of the Nation. The other is 23, an anti-com-
munist and anti-capitalist anarchist. But each of them is curious 
about the other, and leaps at the chance to tell the other what they 
think. The two men have a fascinating discussion about political 
power, patriotism, the ironbound hierarchy of industrial societies, 
peoples’ capacity for self-governance... and sexual liberation.

14
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In the footsteps of Brisville’s Souper, the two characters 
size each other up, fight and get closer... —Libération
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Over 4,000 copies sold

Over 6,000 copies sold
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how to boRe PeoPLe wIth youR 
tRaveL stoRIes

Matthias Debureaux is the editor-in-
chief of Citizen K magazine. His most 
recent book is Dictators Make Great 
Lovers (Les dictateurs font très bien 

l’amour, NiL, 2011). 
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By Matthias Debureaux

essay | humoR

You could die laughing. I read it in one fell swoop in Belgium, 
where I was giving 80 conferences about my travels. 
—Sylvain Tesson
Historically, the art of traveling blends with the art of talking about 
our travels. In other words, it blends with the art of annoying our 
relatives by showing off our happiness or pretending to be adven-
turers. Yesterday we organized special slide show evenings. Today, 
thanks to social media, we can inundate our contacts with a steady 
stream of comments, photos, and videos. Our ability to knock peo-
ple out with our travel stories has become limitless, so we no longer 
give our audience any breathing space.
Drawing from an ancestral know-how, Matthias Debureaux initi-
ates us to this subtle art in this bitingly ironic manual that mocks 
all our failings as tourists. A short text that has a refined style and 
sharp wit.

About the Author

Philippe Douroux is a journalist 
for the French national daily paper 

Libération. With a long-term fascina-
tion for Grothendieck’s work and his 
life story, he spent several weeks in 

the village of Lasserre, observing the 
mathematician.

About the Author

Publisher: Allary Editions
Original Language:  French | 272 pp. | February 2016
Territory:  World Excl French

aLexandRe gRothendIeCk. In the FootstePs 
oF the Last mathematICaL genIus 
By Philippe Douroux

essay | bIogRaPhy

Alexandre Grothendieck, who died on November 13, 2014, was seen 
by his peers as the last true mathematical genius. He invented modern 
geometry, allowing for the development of cell phones and the Internet. 
And he left thousands of pages of notes that may contain keys to human 
existence. 
Born into a Central European family that was devastated by the war, 
Grothendieck developed a tremendous suspicion of his fellow man at a 
young age. Over the course of his career, he declined many honors (e.g. 
the Crafoord Prize), and even wound up quitting the Collège de France 
in order to retreat from the world, terrified at what mankind might do 
with his discoveries. For over 25 years, he lived a solitary existence in 
a small village in the foothills of the Pyrenees, refusing all contact with 
his ex-fellow mathematicians, ex-wives and lovers, former students and 
even his own children. Nevertheless, Philippe Douroux was able to tell 
this misanthropic genius’s life story. 

15

Philippe Douroux narrates brilliantly a broken trajectory. —Le 
Canard enchaîné

Over 10,000 copies sold

Over 7,000 copies sold
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After having lived in Seine Saint 
Denis, near Paris, Slimane Kader 

worked on cruise ships in the Carib-
bean Sea for three years. He had no 

contact with the rest of the world ex-
cept once every two or three months, 
when he could land during extended 
stops, experience he relates in With a 

View Below the Sea. 

About the Author

Publisher: Allary Editions
Original Language:  French | 262 pp. | March 2014
Territory:  World Excl French | Rights Sold: Korea (Nike Books), 
Germany (Droemer Knaur), Taiwan (China Times Publishing Company)

By Slimane Kader

naRRatIve non-FICtIon

16

Complete German translation available
Over 4,000 copies sold
Prix du roman d’entreprise et du travail 2016. Prix de 
L’Académie de Marine
Film adaptation by M6 Film International, shooting in 2017

wIth a vIew beLow the sea

One morning, Slimane Kader decides to get a job on a cruise ship 
in the Caribbean Sea. He ends up being a handyman in a floating 
city, which carries 8,000 passengers. 6,000 of them have a view of 
the sea: the tourists. The other 2,000 live below the sea level: they 
are modern slaves, whose task it is to meet the desires of the upper 
floors. 
Slimane, a young Frenchman of Kabylian descent, finds himself at 
the bottom of the ladder: he is the ‘joker,’ assigned to perform the 
most menial tasks as needed. He does everything, and tells it all. 
He shows the other, dark side of mass tourism. With a View Below 
the Sea is much more than an exceptional testimony: it is a book 
that has surged from a blind spot in our contemporary society, from 
which usually no literature arises.

This title is not to be missed. It contains so many qualities: 
It’s hilarious, it’s terrific. It’s a sociological inquiry as well as 
a bildungsroman, a fable as well as a Gulag memoir. —Elle

Publisher: Allary Editions
Original Language:  French | 294 pp. | January 2016
Territory:  World Excl French

what bInds us. how muCh the InteRnet 
wILL Change ouR LIves

By Alexandre Lacroix

essay | PhILosoPhy

Ambitious subject in an essay that mixes philosophy 
and field investigation. –Le Soir

An exciting investigation into the digital revolution and the 
prospects for the modern Web. –Livres Hebdo

In a single generation, digital developments have revolutionized 
our lives: our personal, friendly, professional and economic re-
lationships. More profoundly, it has changed our vision towards 
knowledge, history, the human body and death. It’s difficult to 
measure the – enormous – consequences of this revolution that 
is unfolding in front of us.

To enlighten us, Alexandre Lacroix, writer and editor-in-chief 
of Philosophie Magazine, decided to monitor three men, whose 
approaches raise major issues for our time. His essay proceeds 
as an investigation.

About the Author
Alexandre Lacroix, a philosopher and 
novelist born in 1975, is the editor-in-
chief of France’s Philosophie maga-
zine and an advisor to the German 
version, Philosophie Magazin. He 

has written dozens of books of both 
fiction and non-fiction. His work has 
been translated in several languages.

Over 4,000 copies sold
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FInaL woRds. what InFLuentIaL PeoPLe saId 
Just beFoRe they dIed

By Philippe Nassif
Publisher: Allary Editions
Original Language:  French | 150 pp. | November 2015
Territory:  World Excl French | Rights Sold: Brazil (Autêntica), 
Korea (KPI Publishing, at auction), China (Wuhan University Press) 

Some are profound, some frivolous, some funny... But they are all 
touching, because they are the last thing these influential people said. 
Each of the 80 quotes that make up this book is followed by a short 
explanation that sets it in context, giving it greater resonance. An 
instructing and moving book: unconventional, yet easy to read.
If heaven had granted me five more years, I would have become a 
great artist. —Hokusai
I’m bored with it all! —Winston Churchill
The tragedy is that there are no human beings anymore, but strange 
machines that bump against each other. —Pier Paolo Pasolini
I am off to fetch the big maybe. —François Rabelais
I die a martyr, voluntarily. My soul will rise with the smoke in para-
dise. —Giordano Bruno
Why are you weeping, did you believe I was immortal? —Louis XIV

Philippe Nassif is a journalist and an 
editorial advisor to Philosophie maga-
zine. His previous books include The 
Initial Struggle: Leaving the Empire 
of Nihilism (La Lutte initiale : quitter 
l’empire du nihilism, Denoël, 2011); 

Pop philosophy (Pop Philosophie, with 
Medhi Belhaj Kacem, 2008) and Wel-
come to a Useless World (Bienvenue 

dans un monde inutile, Denoël, 2002). 

Pleasant and profound. –Livres Hebdo

LIteRaRy FICtIon

About the Author

heLP! I’ve been eaten by woRds

By Bernard Pivot
Publisher: Allary Editions
Original Language:  French | 110 pp. | April 2016
Territory:  World Excl French 

This book is a crazy declaration of love to words, written by the 
President of the Académie Goncourt, home to the most prestigious 
literary prize in France, the Prix Goncourt.

In this short text, Bernard Pivot tells the story of a man who, from 
his birth to his death, constantly feels ‘eaten’ by words. His suc-
cessful career as a novelist doesn’t change anything: he always 
seems to be the slave of words, rather than their master. The result 
is a moving and malicious tribute to words and literature that is 
accessible to a broad readership.

Bernard Pivot developed the legendary 
French literary TV show Apostrophes, 
which he hosted for 15 years. He also 
created and hosted the famous Dicta-

tion TV show in France, which went on 
to be adapted around the world—as far 
as China. Today he’s a literary critic for 

the Journal du Dimanche and Presi-
dent of the Académie Goncourt.

Bernard Pivot narrates with extravaganza the fate of a 
writer… an opportunity to have fun with language, spell-
ing and literary life. –Lire

Over 20,000 copies sold

80 examples of historical figures’ last words
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estheR’s notebooks voL. 1
By  Riad Sattouf

ComICs

After his comic strip La Vie secrète des jeunes (The Secret 
Life of Youth, which ran in the French satirical paper Charlie 
Hebdo for 10 years), a new chronicle of our times by Riad Sat-
touf that is being pre-published in serial format in the French 
weekly Le Nouvel Observateur is now available with Allary 
Editions in album format!

Allary Editions will publish one volume per year, eight vol-
umes in total. Each album covers one year in the life of Esther, 
covering her 10th through her 18th year.

18

Young people talking without hesitation, making us laugh and worry: 
that’s why we need to read and reread Esther’s Notebooks. This is the 
future of France. –L’Obs

Something between Le Petit Nicolas by Sempé and Goscinny and Agrip-
pine by Claire Bretécher, an amazing work, tender, earthy and power-
ful. –Télérama 

Behind the appealing image of a nice and  unglazed little girl, hides the 
awfully cruel portrait of our times by a brilliant observer. –Les Inrocks

Riad Sattouf is a cartoonist and 
filmmaker. Born in 1978, he spent 
his childhood between Libya, Syria 

and Brittany. He studied applied 
art in Nantes and animation at the 

Gobelins School of the Image. He has 
authored The Unlucky Adventures 
of Jérémie (Les Pauvres Aventures 
de Jérémie), Virgin Guide (Manuel 

du puceau), Back to Junior High 
(Retour au college), Pascal Brutal 

and The Secret Life of Youths (La Vie 
secrète des jeunes). Riad Sattouf is 

one of the few graphic novel authors 
to have won the Fauve d’or at the 

Angoulême festival twice (for Pascal 
Brutal 3 in 2010 and The Arab of the 
Future 1 in 2015). Since 2014, he has 

been drawing Esther’s Notebooks 
(Les Cahiers d’Esther) for L’Obs 

every week, based on the true stories 
of a 10-year-old little girl called 

Esther A. The first volume of her 
stories, published in January 2016 
by Allary Éditions, has already sold 

over 100,000 copies. As a filmmaker, 
he directed The French Kissers (Les 
Beaux Gosses, César for best debut 
film) and Jacky in Women’s King-
dom (Jacky au royaume des filles).

About the Author

Over 110,000 copies sold
English sample available

Based on true stories told by Esther A.*, Esther’s Notebooks draw us into 
the daily life of a 10-year-old girl talking about school, friends, family 
and pop stars.

Who are Tal, Kendji Girac and the Hotheads? What are the criteria of 
beauty that make young boys and girls popular? What can you do when 
your friends have more money than you do? What does the ‘brutal-
bridge’ game consist of? How did Esther’s class feel about the attacks in 
Paris in January 2015? What can you do if you’re worried about having 
big breasts?

These 52 pages are like so many short plays, with a different theme for 
each one. Esther tells us about her daily life and times. What she doesn’t 
tell her parents, she pours into this diary, which ranges from funny to 
moving, and tender to cruel: a striking portrait of today’s youth and a 
mirror of our society.

*Real people’s names have been changed!
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savoRIng agIng

A mother of four and grandmother to nine 
grandchildren, Ghislaine de Sury feels like 
she has lived nine lives. Not one after the 

other, like cats, but in parallel. She studied 
philosophy and the social sciences, taught 
adults at university, trained managers in 
Africa and New Caledonia, and family life 

of course… And now, as before, there is the 
gentle magic of writing…

2 Seas Agency Rights Catalog Fall 2016
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By Ghislaine de Sury

stoRIes

Savoring life at 80 years old 
At 80 years of age, a young elderly woman looks into the peculiar 
concept of aging. A tender account, both emotional and serious, 
of the challenges but also the unexpected joys that come with age 
and the passing of time. 

Through short accounts, between smiles and self-mockery, Ghis-
laine de Sury tells us about the surprises and endeavors of the ag-
ing woman she has reluctantly become. At first gently making fun 
of herself, she goes on to come up with a way to best ‘savor life.’

Ghislaine de Sury moves from the bitter-sweet shock at a life that 
contracts (the ‘tortoise head’ ageing gives you, people helping you 
cross the street without you asking…) to the idea that ‘despite pass-
ing clouds,’ it opens up a new freedom. The freedom of talking to 
strangers on the bus and in cafés; of enjoying the moments that we 
would never have noticed before – no time, too busy.

Ghislaine de Sury evokes the inevitable to better get to grips with 
it. ‘To philosophize is to learn to die’, said Montaigne, helping us to 
free ourselves from fear in order to be joyful and free once again.

About the Author

19

Vincent Jolit was born in 1978 in 
Hyères, in the south of France. After 
obtaining his degree in literature, he 

became a librarian in Hyères. He lives 
in Toulon and is the author of two 
novels published by Editions de La 
Martinière: Clichy (2013) and Har-

monie, harmonie (2014).

About the Author

a danCIng beaR

Publisher: Editions de La Martinière Littérature
Original Language:  French | 416 pp. | August 2016
Territory:  World Excl French

By Vincent Jolit

LIteRaRy FICtIon

In Saint Petersburg, in the 1900s, Fyodor has wanted to dance ever since 
he saw a dancing-bear show as a child. But everyone tries to stop him, 
and he has to fight for what he wants. Then come the Ballets Russes, and 
he believes he has won his struggle and will be able to dance for the rest 
of his life.

In New York in the 1960s, Franz dances. He left Germany to dance. He 
dances to escape his parents and a family past he despises. After hesitat-
ing a bit about the form – post-modern dance or not? –, he thinks that 
getting into choreography will enable him to bury his ghosts for good.

In Toulon in the early 2000s, Françoise has recently been widowed. It 
may be the only way for her to set aside a life to which she was subjected 
rather than actually lived. Someone suggests dancing as a way of taking 
her mind off things, but with her bad foot, it won’t be easy. In fact, it’s 
almost out of the question. And yet…

Three voices. Three bodies that overcome the obstacles confronting 
them and manage to free themselves through modern dance. That free-
dom is also the story of contemporary dance itself, a story that is told 
between the lines of this tale.

Arriving at literature by way of music, Vincent Jolit 
has written a choreographic story that makes you think 
about the body, both public and private. –Livres Hebdo



we RemembeR the names oF the 
assassIns

Dominique Maisons was born in 1971. 
He has edited a magazine, translated 

comic books, worked in the music 
industry for 10 years and co-produced 

a feature film (a Franco-Chinese 
thriller, The Eye of Silence (L’œil du 

silence) as well as the DVDs of Patrick 
Bouchitey The Private Life of Animals 

(La Vie privée des animaux ) … His 
first thriller, The Psychopomp (Le 

Psychopompe), won the Grand Prix 
VSD du polar 2011 and was released 

in paperback by Pocket with the 
title The Soul Rapists (Les Violeurs 

d’âme).
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Publisher: Editions de La Martinière Littérature
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Territory:  World Excl French | Under option: Bulgaria

By Dominique Maisons

CRIme FICtIon

A captivating, bloody novel that will remind readers of 
Caleb Carr’s The Alienist

A dark and poisonous crime novel set in the Paris underworld at 
the beginning of the twentieth century, where we come across 
Gaston Leroux and other colorful characters. 

Here Dominique Maisons takes a new approach, abandoning the 
ultra-contemporary style of his last thriller for an atmospheric 
crime novel unfolding in Paris in 1909…

Max Rochefort writes the most popular serial in the daily newspaper 
Le Matin. An audacious dandy, completely over the top, he has 
something of Alexandre Dumas (or some other gargantuan writer) 
about him.

Flanked by a possessive housekeeper and a young assistant, 
Giovanni Riva, who dreams of becoming a great journalist, Max 
Rochefort rules over a writing workshop of three. Giovanni soon 
falls under his charm.

But the best stories dreamed up by Max get mixed up with reality. 
During a party held at the Lake Enghein Hotel, a cardinal is found 
dead, horribly mutilated. Security rushes to the scene, and Max 
and Giovanni, assuming a defending role for the widow, orphan 
and a young maid accused of this terrible murder, are plunged into 
an investigation that will lead them from the capital’s underworld 
to its sparkling heights.

From the catacombs to the Sainte-Anne insane asylum, from the 
Opera Garnier to the theatres, from hot air balloon rides to the roar 
of a two seater 90 horsepower Bugatti, Max and Giovanni cross 
paths with famous characters: the editor Arthème Fayard, the writer 
Gaston Leroux, the aviation pioneer Louis Paulhan, the alienist Alfred 
Binet… to gather around them a league of extraordinary gentlemen.

Not forgetting Dominique Maisons’ penchant and talent for the 
darkest, bloodiest and most grotesque of scenes…

Selling PointS:
• The Predators’ Ball (Le Festin des fauves), Dominique Maisons’ previous novel, was shortlisted for 

Best French Novel at the Cognac Crime Fiction Festival 2016.
• The Predators’ Ball was acclaimed by crime fiction bloggers: ‘a page-turner easily competing with 

the darkest of Thilliez and Chattam’s work’; ‘Dominique Maisons is incredibly talented. The world of 
the thriller has a new pretender to the throne!’

• VSD Thriller Prize for The Psychopomp (Le Psychopompe, Les Nouveaux auteurs, re-released by 
Pocket as The Soul Thiefs [Les violets d’âme]): 20,000 copies sold, all editions.

• As an official guest for the 2016 edition of the ‘Quais du polar’ along with the biggest names, Dominique 
Maisons appeared at many festivals all over France.
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Anne Lorient is 45. She finally has a 
roof to put over her children’s heads. 
Minou Azoulai is a journalist, a film-
maker and a producer of documenta-
ries and reportages (particularly for 

the TV show Envoyé Spécial ).

About the Author

my baRbaRIC yeaRs
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Publisher: Editions de La Martinière Littérature
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Territory:  World Excl French

By Anne Lorient, Minou Azoulai

memoIR

A tale that wavers between anger and a desire for reparation, between 
violence and hope. In the vein of shocking abuse-and-survival memoirs 
like Toni Maguire’s Don’t Tell Mummy, Marion, 13 ans pour toujours 
(Marion, Forever 13, about cyber-bullying) and Brûlée vive (Burned 
Alive).
Life took a lot away from me before it gave me anything: in-
cest, countless rapes, 15 years of homelessness… After a living 
hell, I want to find peace.
“For years, I never dared to see a doctor because I didn’t want to have to 
show my body, which is covered in scars. For years, I never dared to see 
a dentist, because opening my mouth and feeling hands near my neck 
would cause panic attacks. Like when my brother wanted to force me to 
keep still; like when street rapists muffled my screams. Now I am rais-
ing my children; motherhood has partially repaired me; I am devoting 
myself to reinventing a peaceful life, filled with love. For many homeless 
people, it isn’t a lack of money that put them on the street. It’s because 
they have been hurt, and they don’t know what normal life is. I’m writing 
for them too.” –Anne Lorient

The book that will change our point of view on homeless people. 
–Tout pour les femmes 

Over 10,000 copies sold; TV rights sold

Antoinette Champclos was born in Soviet 
Belorussia. She started school in France at 
the age of 25 – without speaking a word of 
French. So she applied the syncretic learn-

ing method she had acquired during her 
Communist upbringing. Ten years later, 
she had won several advanced degrees 

from French and American universities. 
She speaks four languages and was grant-
ed French citizenship in recognition of her 

distinguished university career.

About the Author

the FooLPRooF method FoR suCCessFuL 
studIes

Publisher: Editions de La Martinière Littérature
Original Language:  French | 280 pp. | May 2016 
Territory:  World Excl French | Rights Sold:  China

By Antoinette Champclos

seLF-heLP

Students are expected to learn, to work and to succeed. But they are 
rarely given a method to achieve that. Here is Antoinette Champclos’s 
revolutionary method. Although she didn’t even speak French when 
she started school in France, she now teaches and writes in French. 
This book presents her unique way of integrating different cultures 
and ways of thinking and working (Soviet, German, French, and An-
glo-Saxon).
Her book deals with choosing your major, situational behavior, moti-
vation techniques, scheduling, note-taking, reviewing notes and test-
taking, relational tactics, mobilizing conscious and subconscious 
strengths, mastering your emotions, coping with failure and lateral 
strategies…

Includes interviews with world-class athletes, who share 
their techniques for coping with the ‘fear of failure’
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Agnès Abécassis worked successively 
as a journalist, an illustrator, and a TV 
screenwriter… before devoting herself 
to her activity as a novelist. She pub-
lished eleven books, all best-sellers: 
eight novels (including an illustrated 

republication), two comic books (texts 
and drawings) and a book on personal 
development. Her work is translated in 

several languages. She lives in Paris.

About the Author

the tendeR kIss oF the tyRannosauRus

Publisher: Le Livre de Poche
Original Language:  French | 252 pp. | March 2016
Territory:  World Excl French

By Agnès Abécassis

uPmaRket FICtIon

A heartening comedy, to devour immediately!
Rest assured, there is no real T-Rex in this story. However, there is 
Félix the paleontologist. His  grandmother orders him to leave the 
woman he lives with, in order to face his worst fears, one by one. If he 
succeeds, he will be entitled to a huge surprise…
There is Olive, who is about to get married, and who announces to her 
family that she and her fiancé don’t want to have children. This leads 
to indignation and conspiracies among the mothers-in-law. There is 
Tom, a disillusioned and terribly romantic cop, who’s going to meet a 
whimsical girl. And there is Ava, seller of luxury shoes, who receives a 
priceless jewel from one of her millionaire-clients. The gem is so pre-
cious that she feels rich enough to immediately leave this job she hated 
so much. But her jewel disappears…
Those irresistible characters will take us in a whirlwind of feelings. 

Charming characters and a unique writing style made this reading 
a real crush. Agnès Abécassis’ style shows itself, again, addicting 
and brilliant. –All Time Readings

This comedy sparkles from all over the pages!  –Cosmopolitan

PsyChoanaLysIs and the human sCIenCes

Publisher: Le Livre de Poche
Original Language:  French | 128 pp. | 1996
Territory:  World Excl French
Rights Sold: Argentina (Nueva Vision, Spain & Latin America), 
China (Horizon Media), Japan (Sakuin Sha), Turkey (Alfa Basim 
Yayim), and World English (Columbia University Press).

By Louis Althusser

PhILosoPhy | soCIaL sCIenCes

Two essential texts by Louis Althusser, one of France’s most well-
known 20th-century philosophers

The two lectures of this book were given by Louis Althusser as 
part of the context of the seminar about Lacan and psychoanalysis 
he organized at the École normale supérieure in Paris, during the 
academic year 1963-64. The philosopher approaches in detail the 
relations between psychoanalysis and social sciences, philosophy 
and, above all, psychology.

Full English translation available

Psychoanalysis and the Human Sciences is short, clear and 
readable. Its accessibility and lucidity will appeal to both 
novices and experts in Continental-style philosophy. –Adrian 
Johnston, author of Badiou, iek, and Political Transformations: 
The Cadence of Change

Louis Althusser (1918–1990) was a 
French Marxist philosopher and profes-
sor of philosophy at the École Normale 

Supérieure. Althusser is commonly 
referred to as a structural Marxist, al-

though his relationship to other schools 
of French structuralism is not a simple 
affiliation and he was critical of many 

aspects of structuralism.

About the Author

Louis Althusser

Psycho-
analysis 
and the 
Human 

Sciences

Winner of the Prix du Public de Saint-Maur en Poche 2016
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thRee staR muRdeR
By Michèle Barrière

CRIme FICtIon

A food critic assists the director of a forensic-science 
department on an investigation.
Does someone have a grudge against Eugénie Brazier, the famous 
woman chef from Lyon who, in this year of 1933, has just won three 
stars for her restaurants for a second time? Bad luck, practical jokes 
in bad taste… what’s going on? It isn’t until one of her chefs is killed 
and someone tries to poison Edouard Herriot, the mayor of Lyon, 
that it all becomes deadly serious.
Adrien Savoisy has no choice but to investigate, despite how worried 
he is about his girlfriend Rebecca, who has been jailed by the Nazis. 
He’s in no mood to worry about cooking right now, but he will get on 
the criminal’s trail – inspired by a young woman chef with roots in 
Lyon’s Armenian community, and a criminologist who also happens 
to be a real gourmet.
Poultry in half-mourning, chicken with morel mushroom cream, 
beef filet Rossini and browned quenelles are at the heart of their in-
vestigation in France’s ‘capital of haute cuisine.’ 

Publisher: Le Livre de Poche
Original Language:  French | 288 pp. | June 2016
Territory:  World Excl French

Over 8,000 copies sold

On the advisory board of Slowfood 
France, Michèle is also a member 
of De Honesta Voluptate, an orga-

nization inspired by the work of the 
historian Jean-Louis Flandrin. A 

food journalist, she wrote Arte TV’s 
History in the Kitchen (Histoire en 

cuisine) series. An author who is well-
loved in bookstores and has plenty of 

faithful fans.

About the Author

Bernard Prou graduated from the 
Paris National School of Chemistry, 
Physics and Biology and from New 

Sorbone University: Paris III. He has 
taught math and physics in Vincennes 
and Alfortville. He lives in Paris with 

his wife and their five children.

About the Author

aLexIs vassILkov, oR the tuRbuLent 
LIFe oF mauPassant’s son

Publisher: Le Livre de Poche
Original Language:  French | 350 pp. | May 2016
Territory:  World Excl French

By Bernard Prou

LIteRaRy FICtIon

The unknown story of Maupassant’s son.
Shortly before he died, Guy de Maupassant had a last fling with 
the Russian painter Lioubov Andreievna Vassilkova. The trials 
and tribulations of Alexis, their unrevealed son, lead him to revolu-
tionary Russia. The young doctor soon becomes a part of Stalin’s 
entourage and winds up getting deported to the Mirny gulag, in 
Siberia, where he gets initiated into a clandestine Masonic lodge. 
A combination of political commitment, good luck, the occult sup-
port of a Yakut shaman and the love of the beautiful Ayami bring 
him back to the freedom of his childhood in France. In 1940, Alexis 
joins the Resistance in the scrublands of the Haute-Loire region. 

A real page-turner, with diabolical suspense that makes it impos-
sible to put down. An absolutely fascinating book written in a 
precise, elegant style. A real find. Run out and grab it, this is one of 
the best books of the year. –Gerard Collard

Winner of the Prix du Jury de Saint-Maur 
en Poche 2016
Over 7,000 copies sold



maLa vIda

Co-founder and editor-in-chief of the 
magazine Alibi, dedicated to crime 

fiction,  Marc has been a journalist for 
over 15 years. For much of that time, he 

covered Spain and Latin America for 
Courrier international. He has also co-
written several books of investigation 
including The City that Kills Women 
(La ville qui tue les femmes, Hachette 

Littératures). Mala Vida is his first solo 
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Publisher: Préludes Editions
Original Language:  French | 256 pp. | September 2015
Territory:  World Excl French
Rights Sold: Spain (Salamandra, at auction), USA (Arcade, 
WEL), Italy (Sellerio)

By Marc Fernandez

CRIme FICtIon

Present-day Spain. The radical right  just won the elections after 
12 years of Socialist rule. In the midst of the political upheaval, 
a series of murders is committed, from Madrid to Barcelona via 
Valencia. 

Over a backdrop of both the economic crisis and a return to a 
certain moral order, Diego Martin, a radio journalist specialized 
in criminal affairs, is trying to keep his head above water despite 
the coming purge in the media. When he decides to look into the 
first murder, he hasn’t got the faintest idea that the investigation 
will lead him far beyond the local crime scene and to the heart 
of an on-going national scandal – the ‘stolen babies’ affair that 
started under Franco.

Marc Fernandez has written a dark and fast-paced narrative exposing 
the most shameful secrets of the Franco era, whose stigmata can 
still be felt in Spain today.

Finalist of the Grand Prix des Lectrices ELLE
Over 10,000 copies sold
If Orwell had met Almodovar, he would have written something 
like this. –Le Point

Marc Fernandez appears to be a fearsome storyteller, combining 
smartly historical facts and crime narrative. –M le mag, Le Monde

gueRILLa soCIaL CLub

Publisher: Préludes Editions
Original Language:  French | Appr. 250 pp. | March 2017
Territory:  World Excl French | Under option: Spain, Italy, World English

By Marc Fernandez

CRIme FICtIon

The author of the acclaimed Mala Vida, a finalist for the Grand Prix des Lectrices 
ELLE, returns with a new opus that is more exciting than ever, set between 
Europe and South America.

Two men go missing in Madrid. Another in Paris. A woman in Buenos Aires. 
Each time, the same modus operandi: the victims are taken and then their 
mutilated corpses are found. All share a common past: fighting against the 
South American dictatorships in the seventies and eighties.

Journalist Diego Martín is worried. One of his friends figures among the missing 
people. He decides to look into the case for his radio show, helped by his partner of 
old, detective Ana Durán, and the lawyer Isabel Ferrer. A dangerous investiga-
tion that will take them from Spain to Argentina through Chile, forcing them 
to confront the ghosts of History, those of Operation Condor. What they will 
discover is spine-chilling. Because the vulture is still circling, forty years on, 
and its claws are out.

The past catches up with former guerrillas. Once enemies, 
enemies forever
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the Lost sonata

Christiana Moreau is a self-taught 
artist, a Belgian painter and sculptor. 
She lives in Seraing, in the province of 
Liège, Belgium. The Lost Sonata is her 

debut novel.
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By Christiana Moreau

LIteRaRy FICtIon

In the small town of Seraing, Belgium, Lionella, young cello player 
of Italian ancestry, is taking part in a music competition. But what 
piece should she choose to set herself apart from her competitors? 
Uninspired, she is going round in circles, until the day her best friend 
brings her a metal case he unearthed at a market. In the casket, Lionella 
finds an old diary, a mysterious cut medal and… a score for cello that 
looks strangely like one of Vivaldi’s sonatas. Opening the notebook, 
she plunges into the eighteenth century and finds out what happens 
to Ada, a young orphan at the Ospedale della Pietà in Venice, the 
establishment where ‘the red priest’, Antonio Vivaldi, taught music 
to these devoted souls.  

A sensitive debut novel in which past and present intertwine, taking us 
on a journey along the canals and little narrow streets of La Serenissima 
to meet one of the greatest composers of baroque music. 

Publisher: Préludes Editions
Original Language:  French | Appr. 280 pp. | January 2017
Territory:  World Excl French

Michaël Uras was born in 1977. He ini-
tiated his studies in French literature 
in Besançon, and finished them at the 
Sorbonne. Today Michaël is a French 
literature professor. He has published 
two novels: Chercher Proust (finalist 
of the  Prix de l’inaperçu 2013) and 

Nos souvenirs flottent dans une mare 
poisseuse. Aux petits mots les grands 

remèdes is his third novel.

About the Author

take two ChaPteRs and CaLL me 
In the moRnIng

Publisher: Préludes Editions
Original Language:  French | 384 pp. | September 2016
Territory:  World Excl French
Rights Sold: Italy (Editrice Nord, in a pre-empt), Korea (Chaekpung), 
Czech Republic (Albatros)

By Michaël Uras

uPmaRket FICtIon

Alex has chosen an uncommon profession: biblio-therapist. He 
tries to cure his patients’ ills with literature. The patients include 
Yann, a handicapped teen who gets bullied at school and who re-
fuses to open up to the world, and the cynical Robert Chapman 
– crushed by his job, he has forgotten how to talk to his wife.

While Alex is a skilled practitioner, even he has to admit that his 
own private life leaves much to be desired… Can fiction help the 
biblio-therapist help himself? Is the key to happiness to be found 
between the lines of the books he so loves?

Michaël Uras’s light and lively style draws us into an invigorating-
ly up-to-date tale that pays tribute to words – both other people’s 
and those we set to our own inner songs.

* Biblio-therapist: a person who prescribes books instead of 
medicine.

Michaël Uras has the capacity to combine profoundness with 
humor. –Elle
A vivid, cheerful and very refreshing novel, which reminds us that yes, 
definitely, books help us to live better. —Avantages

A moving tribute to these orphan girl musicians, celebrated 
virtuosos in their time, who are forever confined to anonymity  



89 months

Caroline Michel is 28. One day her 
biological clock will wind down to 89 
months too. In the meantime, she’s a 
journalist for women’s magazines. In 

her blog, ovary.fr, she talks about what 
matters to her most: romance and time 
going by. 89 Months is her first novel.
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Publisher: Préludes Editions
Original Language:  French | 224 pp. | May 2016
Territory:  World Excl French

By Caroline Michel

uPmaRket FICtIon

89 months is how long Jeanne has left to have a baby. She’s 33 
and single, and she is working on the logic that by age 40, her 
biological clock will have stopped ticking. Shattered by a recent 
break-up, she’s not looking for love any more, just for a father for 
Manon, the daughter she wants more than anything else. So as 
she punches their tickets, she scans all the male passengers in the 
train, searching for the perfect dad bio. And despite her doubts, 
her wondering if she’ll miss being held by strong, loving arms, and 
her moments of shame, she keeps on listening to the rhythm of her 
cycle, seeking hook-ups, drinking magical potions and propping 
her legs up every time she does the deed. You never know.

With this debut novel bursting with humor and affection, Caroline 
Michel offers readers a text that is both entertaining and moving. 
Hers is a refreshingly spontaneous new voice in women’s 
writing and one that is here to stay.

With humor and ridicule, this fresh and tender little novel 
takes a delicate subject to reveal a disillusioned generation still 
subject to conformist life choices. –Femme Actuelle 

Over 10,000 copies sold

Raised by his grandparents in close con-
tact with nature, and drawn to nar-ratives 
about great adventures, Patrick explores 
the themes and causes that are dear to 
his heart: protecting the environment 

and saving endangered species, relations 
between men and nature in general. He 

wrote this first novel over the course of his 
many journeys by high-speed train, before 
catching the eye of Librinova, a partner of 

Éditions Préludes.

About the Author

gone noRth

Publisher: Préludes Editions
Original Language:  French | 384 pp. | March 2016
Territory:  World Excl French

By Patrick Lecomte

LIteRaRy FICtIon

1917. Eleven-year-old Wilma wakes up one icy-cold morning in 
the cabin she lives in with her father, a trapper in Canada’s far 
North. Back from an expedition into town, he has brought her 
back a present: a strange book in a finely illustrated, leather-
bound edition, The Wonderful Adventures of Nils. The little girl’s 
simple, rustic life, dictated by the rhythm of the seasons, will be 
forever changed by this book, for it is in the pages of the novel 
that she first meets Akka…
Inspired by the true story of a white crane — whose species is 
en-dangered — this debut novel portrays the intertwined fates 
of an impassioned young woman and a legendary bird that symbol-
izes calmness, purity and loyalty. In untamed, early 20th-century 
Canada, brave, determined Wilma fights a heroic battle to save 
the largest migrating bird in North America. A spell-binding tale
that offers an escape from modern life, a book where the poetry 
of nature — the wide open spaces, the endless sky — meets the 
magic of reading.

Superb ode to wilderness and literature. –Librairie Les Lisières

An intense and inspiring first novel. –Ecolomag
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Marek Halter was born in Poland in 1936. 
During World War II, he and his parents 

narrowly escaped from the Warsaw ghetto. 
After a time in Russia and Uzbekistan, they 
emigrated to France in 1950. There Halter 
studied pantomime with Marcel Marceau 

and embarked on a career as a painter that 
led to several international exhibitions. In 
1967, he founded the International Com-

mittee for a Negotiated Peace Agreement in 
the Near East and played a crucial role in 

the organization of the first official meetings 
between Palestinians and Israelis. In the 

1970s, Marek Halter turned to writing. He 
first published The Madman and the Kings, 
which was awarded the Prix Aujourd’hui in 
1976. He is also the author of several inter-
nationally acclaimed, bestselling historical 

novels, including The Messiah, The Myster-
ies of Jerusalem, The Book of Abraham, 

which won the Prix du Livre Inter .  
The immense output of Marek Halter has 

been translated into over twenty languages 
and has sold millions of copies around the 
world. For over a decade, Marek Halter ex-
plores in his novels the great female figures 

in monotheistic religions. Robert Laffont 
Editions have published The Canaan 

Trilogy (Les Femmes de la Bible: Sarah, 
2003, Tsippora, 2003, Lilah, 2004),  Mary 

of Nazareth  (Marie , 2006), The Queen of 
Sheba (La Reine de Saba, 2008) and The 
Women of Islam (Les Femmes de l’Islam: 

Khadija, 2014, Fatima, 2015, Aïcha, 2015).

About the Author
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eve 

Publisher: Editions Robert Laffont
Original Language:  French | 360 pp. | October 2016
Territory:  World Excl French 

By Marek Halter

hIstoRICaL FICtIon

For centuries, Eve, the first woman in the history of humanity, 
has been presented as the one responsible for the banishment 
from the Garden of Eden.  Finally, she has the right to a fair 
public trial.

With the announcement of the coming flood, revolt rumbles 
in the city of Enoch. Why has God condemned humans to 
disappear? What is this original fault whose punishment 
they are still enduring seven generations later? What 
happened in the Garden of Eden that has led to them now 
paying the price? A group of the city’s inhabitants goes off 
to question their shared common ancestors: Adam and Eve. 
But Adam puts the blame on Eve. God’s anger, the promised 
devastation… everything is because of her. An investigation 
is opened and Eve’s trial is prepared. There are witnesses for 
the prosecution, and those who oppose them who see a 
liberator in her. 

An astounding novel about the truth of the Garden of Eden.

Praise for Sarah, the first book in Marek Halter’s   Canaan Trilogy : 

A worthy heiress to Anita Diamant’s bestseller The Red Tent, and 
an entertaining read, with a heroine who uses both her brains 
and her femininity to astonishing effect. —Atlantic Journal-Con-
stitution

Praise for Zipporah, the second book in the Canaan Trilogy : 

In this portrait of an astonishingly sensual and independent 
woman, there is little doubt that Marek Halter will succeed once 
again in seducing his readers, male and female alike. —Marie 
Claire

Enjoyable . . . includes many rich cultural details and plenty of 
steamy sex. —Publishers Weekly

P raise for Mary of Nazareth:

Halter has created a memorable and appealing heroine.
 —Historical Novels Review

Mark Halter’s novels have been translated in 
over twenty languages which have sold millions 
of copies around the world
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After being a journalist, Jacques Ex-
pert is now the director of program-
ming for RTL radio and has written 

the Criminal Stories series on France 
Info radio. Following Adieu (2012), 
Who? (Qui?, 2013) and Two Drops 

of Water (Deux gouttes d’eau, 2015), 
Hortense is his fourth novel to be 
published by Sonatine Editions.

About the Author
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hoRtense 

Publisher: Sonatine Editions
Original Language:  French | 316 pp. | June 2016
Territory:  World Excl French 

By Jacques Expert

susPense

The dizzying new thriller from Jacques Expert!

1993 – Sophie Delalande is crazy about her daughter Hortense, 
nearly three, who she is bringing up by herself. Hortense helps 
her to forget the difficult relationship she has with her ex-hus-
band, Sylvain. A violent man who left her when she was pregnant, 
she is denying him access. But one day Sylvain bursts into her 
home and takes Hortense. “Look at her. We are going to disappear 
and you will never see her again.”

2015 – After years of searching in vain, Sophie has never got-
ten over Hortense’s disappearance. A civil servant at the Ministry 
for Education, she leads a bleak and lonely life. Until one evening 
when a young blonde woman jostles her in the street. Sophie is 
convinced: it’s her daughter, it’s Hortense. She follows her, watch-
ing her relentlessly. Without telling her anything about their fam-
ily link, she makes friends with the young woman, called Em-
manuelle, to find out more about her. The relationship develops 
quickly and soon becomes the object of many mysteries. Could 
Sophie be victim to a psychotic delirium that makes her think this 
stranger is her daughter? And is the young woman as innocent as 
she seems?

Selling PointS:

• Taking a real news story as a starting point, Jacques Expert 
spins reality into a gripping novel.

• Psychological accuracy combined with an amazing talent for 
plot, full of false leads and sudden developments. From the 
great Expert.

No one plunges into missing child stories so intensely 
to make gripping novels. The book is unputdownable, 
and sleep debt ensues. You said serial-writer? –Le 
Parisien Magazine

The end will shoot you down without warning. So much so 
that you’ll read the last page several times. –Le Point

Over 22,000 copies sold
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eden

Jeanne Blasberg began her career on Wall 
Street, making her way to Boston, where she 

worked as a research associate at Harvard 
Business School. Eden is Jeanne’s debut 

novel. She is on the board of directors and 
is an avid student at Grub Street, one of the 

nation’s preeminent creative writing centers, 
where she is hard at work on her next book. 
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Publisher: She Writes Press | Agent: April Eberhardt Literary
Original Language:  English | 357 pp. | May 2017
Territory: World Excl North America

By Jeanne McWilliams Blasberg

women’s FICtIon

Four generations of women, four unplanned pregnancies 
The setting is Eden, a grand summer cottage on the Rhode Island 
shore, as the Meisters gather for the Fourth of July weekend, and 
their matriarch summons the courage to introduce the daughter 
she gave up for adoption to her children and grandchildren. Eden 
challenges the notion of family traditions and societal expectations 
with the evolving backdrop of women’s reproductive rights in the 
twentieth century.

Becca Meister Fitzpatrick, wife, mother, grandmother, and pillar of 
the community, is the dutiful steward of her family’s iconic summer 
tradition until she discovers her recently deceased husband squan-
dered their nest egg. While coming to terms with what is likely to be 
her last season in Long Harbor, she decides to introduce the child 
she gave up for adoption fifty years prior to the family. Inspired by 
her granddaughter’s acceptance in the face of impending single-
motherhood, Becca summons the courage to reveal the secret she’d 
been forced to bury.  The question is how her daughter, Rachel, will 
react. They’d always had a strained relationship, made rockier when 
Rachel came home from college with an unplanned pregnancy of 
her own.  

eLIZa waIte

Publisher: She Writes Press | Agent: April Eberhardt Literary
Original Language:  English | 317 pp. | May 2016
Territory: World Excl North America

By Ashley E. Sweeney

hIstoRICaL women’s FICtIon

In 1898, a woman’s place was in the home, but for Eliza Waite, who has 
shamed her parents and who also recently lost her husband and only 
child, there is no ‘home,’ only refuge on a remote island in the San Juan 
Islands of Washington State. Her single joy is baking, which she rarely 
can afford to do.
Eliza has always chafed against society’s attitudes toward women. After 
reading some of the feminist writers of her time, and as she emerges 
from her grief, she imagines new opportunities.
Moving to Skagway, she plans to start a bakery. With the support of 
new friends from unlikely quarters, Eliza flourishes, awakening to her 
power as a woman and as a business owner. She has great hope for her 
new life — until a familiar face haunts the streets of Skagway, threaten-
ing to undermine all she has built.

A native New Yorker, Ashley E. Sweeney 
lives and writes in La Conner, Washing-
ton. She is a graduate of Wheaton Col-

lege in Norton, Massachusetts and is an 
award-winning journalist in Washington 

State. Eliza Waite is her first novel.

About the Author

Eliza Waite is a lively and compelling narrative of one woman’s quest to 
navigate the social turmoil of the late 19th century Pacific Northwest. 
Ashley Sweeney offers an insightful look into the challenges and oppor-
tunities of the Gold Rush for charting a new course in life. —Polly Myers, 
University of Washington History Department
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the CaLIFoRnIa wIFe

Publisher: Harper Collins Canada | Agent: April Eberhardt Literary
Original Language:  English | 432 pp. | January 2016
Territory:  World Excl North America
Rights Sold: Hungary (Lazi) | Under option: Germany

By Kristen Harnisch

hIstoRICaL RomanCe

The California Wife is the second novel in a series about the chang-
ing world of vineyard life at the turn of the twentieth century. In 
this stand-alone sequel to The Vintner’s Daughter, the newly mar-
ried Sara and Philippe Lemieux strive to create world-renowned 
wines while confronting obstacles that threaten their life together. 
In a family saga that spans from 1897 to 1906, Sara and Philippe’s 
vineyards in Napa and the Loire Valley face record losses — and 
the threats of phylloxera and prohibition.
The California Wife is an extensively researched and captivating 
tale that immerses readers in the rich vineyard culture of both the 
Old and New Worlds, the evolving women’s rights movement in 
America, and a spirited heroine’s fight for independence within her 
marriage.

This vital, sweeping story is delivered in Harnisch’s silky, 
upscale prose. Much like a fine glass of wine, The California 
Wife is a highbrow indulgence that is tasteful, captivating 
and heady. –The Globe and Mail 

Kristen Harnisch drew upon her 
extensive research and experiences 
living in the San Francisco Bay Area 

and visiting the Loire Valley to create 
the story for The Vintner’s Daughter 
and The California Wife. Harnisch 

has a degree in economics from Villa-
nova University and currently resides 

in Connecticut.

About the Author

the mInoR outsIdeR

Publisher: ONE/Pushkin Press
Original Language:  English | 224 pp. | April 2016
Territory: World Excl UK and Ireland 
Rights Sold: Audio (Audible)

By Ted McDermott

LIteRaRy FICtIon

A round of applause for Ted McDermott, please. He’s earned it. The 
Minor Outsider is a spirited, audacious, and drolly funny debut 
novel. —Patrick deWitt

Ed and Taylor, both aspiring young writers, fall in love during a sum-
mer of aimless drinking and partying in their university town of Mis-
soula, Montana. Lonely and looking for love, they connect despite 
their profound differences: Ed is brooding, ambitious and self-de-
structive, living in denial of a mysterious tumour spreading from his 
limbs to his brain. Beautiful Taylor is a pure soul, positive, full of hope 
and emotional generosity. Their difficult relationship is intense, excit-
ing yet doomed from the start, complicated further when Taylor falls 
pregnant. As Ed resists the harmony she brings to his life, Taylor’s 
need to protect herself and their child also grows, until a dramatic 
finale.
Ted Mc Dermott’s stark writing speaks truthfully and with a touch 
of dark humour for and to today’s generation of young people trying 
to find hope in what feels to many like an existential void. The Minor 
Outsider will be read as the young literary voice of our dark times.

Ted McDermott lives in Missoula. He 
has worked as a cook, a mover, a baker, a 
college instructor, an encyclopedist and 
a reporter for an alternative weekly. His 
fiction and non-fiction have appeared in 
VICE, Believer, Portland Review, Minus 

Times and elsewhere. In 2009, he was 
nominated for The Essay Prize. The Minor 

Outsider is his first novel.

About the Author

A love story for the Vice generation
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death Row doLLIes. LIvIng wIth the 
death PenaLty

Linda Polman worked as a freelance 
journalist for Dutch national television 
and radio, for European radio stations 
and for numerous Dutch and Belgian 

newspapers and magazines. She is 
also a guest lecturer on journalism at 
the University of Utrecht. Her earlier 

books include The Floating City (1991), 
about journeys she made through Zaïre, 
Kenya and Malawi, Bot pippel (1993), a 
report on Haitian refugees, and We Did 
Nothing: Why the truth doesn’t always 
come out when the UN goes in (1997), 

which became required reading for 
international military and diplomatic 

personnel. For The Crisis Caravan 
(2008) she investigated humanitarian 
aid organizations and the true impact 

of their work. The book became an 
international bestseller.
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Publisher: Bertram + De Leeuw
Original Language:  Dutch | 364 pp. | May 2015
Territory:  World Excl Dutch
Rights Sold: Hungary (Athenaeum, at auction), Poland (Czarne), 
Turkey (Paloma)

By Linda Polman

InvestIgatIve JouRnaLIsm

The best way of making abstract suffering tangible is through 
personal stories. In Death Row Dollies, investigative journalist 
Linda Polman plunges into the bizarre universe of the American 
death penalty ‘industry’ and those crushed in it.

Polman presents a wealth of absurd, harrowing and moving sto-
ries, along with her own observations, garnered from time spent 
over several years in the company of ‘death row dollies’: Euro-
pean women who passionately link their fates to that of death-
row inmates in Texas. She follows not only the British, Italian, 
German and other trans-Atlantic ‘dollies’ to their cheap motels 
around death row in Texas’ boondocks, but also the tireless ladies 
of Texas’ own tiny anti-death penalty movement, and widows and 
orphans who, after the execution of husbands and fathers, are left 
behind with the inheritance: often not much more than letters 
and a table fan. And she meets the inmates themselves.

Polman’s bitter sense of humor and her lively, no-nonsense style 
give the book pace and the reader room to breathe, but nowhere 
does she lose sight of essentials. She casts doubt on America’s im-
age as a land of unlimited opportunity by implicitly asking which 
is more reprehensible: the terrible crimes committed, or the pun-
ishment that the good inflict.

Journalist Linda Polman has immersed herself in the 
phenomenon heart and soul, with fascinating results. This 
book is impossible to put down. —De Telegraaf 

Polman describes the women and their criminal partners with great 
empathy and not a trace of sarcasm. Her attitude of genuine concern 
creates a moving portrait of a closed world devoid of hope. —Elsevier
Hilarious, heart wrenching, chilling, and on top of that, very well 
written.  —Jellie Brouwer, Radio Kunststof 

English sample available



the oFFICe LIFe oF a guInea PIg

Paulien Cornelisse (1976) is an author, 
comedian and columnist. She made her 
literary debut with the rollicking office 
serial The Office Life of a Guinea Pig 

(De verwarde cavia), on the Dutch best-
seller list since its initial publication in 
April 2016. Her non-fiction book Lan-
guage Is Like Totally My Thing (Taal 
is zeg maar echt mijn ding, 2009) sold 
half a million copies and was awarded 

the prestigious Tollensprijs for its 
‘remarkable literary achievement.’ Her 
comedy shows have received numer-
ous prizes. A theater jury wrote of her 
work: ‘Stories you’d like to wrap up in 
a ribbon, every one of them. Extremely 
clever.’ Paulien Cornelisse lives in Am-
sterdam, having previously lived in Ja-
pan and the USA. She is a co-founder of 
Echt Gebeurd, the Dutch version of The 

Moth. She has the same hair color as 
David Bowie and has the not-so-secret 

wish to write a book about Austrian 
dumplings.
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Publisher:  Cornelisse
Original Language:  Dutch | 192 pp. | April 2016
Territory:  World Excl Dutch

By Paulien Cornelisse

FICtIon | humoR

All of us are guinea pigs in the laboratory of God. Humanity is 
just a work in progress. —Tennessee Williams

The guinea pig Cavia works in the Communications Department. 
In short, humorous sketches, we get to know her and her col-
leagues: Stella from Human Resources; Vince, the creepy head of 
Finances; and Harold from IT, who has kept a tamagotchi alive 
since 1999. 

A guinea pig working among humans in an open-plan office: it 
might sound improbable, but anyone who has ever worked in this 
environment is sure to recognize the guinea pig’s adventures in 
officeland. From a symbiotic relationship with the coffee machine 
to passive-aggressive e-mails and the perils of the office kitty. 

The Office Life of a Guinea Pig is comical and poignant: a must-
read for anyone who has ever had colleagues, or still has them.

Cornelisse brings an entire system down in a particularly witty 
way. And she does so without any pretense and with a wonderful 
sense for language. —Metro (****)
 
In short chapters, [...] Paulien Cornelisse draws miniature pic-
tures of life at the office, which is centered around the stapler and 
the pantry. It’s a habitat which distinguishes itself by its pathetic-
ness and futility that prompt colleagues to search for the limits 
of humor. [...] It’s so realistic that it gradually becomes more than 
just mocking satire. —NRC

English sample available
Over 70,000 copies sold
Ranked at the top of the Dutch Bestseller 60 for 30 
straight weeks
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Astrid Harrewijn went to Law School 
and worked as a translator after that. 
In 2006 she won a writing competi-

tion and published her first novel, You 
Could Get A Yes (Ja kun je krijgen). 

Since then, she has published six more 
novels. She has a distinct style of her 
own and writes with humor about the 

pitfalls of our daily lives.

About the Author

thRee FRIends, a house (and a 
handyman)
Publisher: Boekerij
Original Language:  Dutch | 320 pp. | February 2016
Territory:  World Excl Dutch

By Astrid Harrewijn

women’s FICtIon

Some things you simply don’t do when you’re in your mid-thirties, 
such as giving up a steady job, a lovely house of your own in the 
south and the prospect of marriage - all for a temporary job at the 
Van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam. Noor does so though, to the 
regret of her parents and boyfriend. Together with her younger 
sister Kiki and her old friend from university, Joost, she moves 
in to a run-down house along a stately canal in Amsterdam. Kiki 
works for Jeff Koons and was responsible for bringing his high-
profile exhibition to the Stedelijk Museum. Joost, a friendly if 
somewhat nerdy bachelor, works as an advisor at the Rijks Mu-
seum. 
Noor, Kiki and Joost share life’s joys and sorrows, and their front 
door, with each other, and they really only have one rule: at home 
they don’t discuss their respective jobs at the Museum Square. 

Going beyond chicklit. Life is more than just love. —De Telegraaf 
If you like funny stories, with a bit of suspense thrown in, that won’t 
let you stop reading, then I completely recommend Three Friends, a 
House (and a Handyman).  —Boekhopper.nl

English sample available

that’s what FRIends aRe FoR
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Publisher: Boekerij
Original Language:  Dutch | 316 pp. | August 2016
Territory:  World Excl Dutch

By Astrid Harrewijn

women’s FICtIon

A humorous novel about friendship and the big deci-
sions in life. And how tempting it is to put them off. 
He would like to be a ladies man, but Joost is a little stuffy and 
nerdy. Forty, unmarried, a writer, art historian and archaeologist, 
he works at the Rijks Museum and the University of Amsterdam. 
After spending two months in Rome working on a book about 
Emperor Augustus, he decides to turn his life around. He real-
izes that time won’t stand still, and he needs a bit of a kick in the 
behind if he wants to change. One moment of reckless confidence 
makes him change his appearance completely, and he secretly 
hopes the rest will just follow naturally.
But back in the Netherlands, life is pretty different than in the 
Italian sunshine. In an unfortunate coincidence, he is dismissed 
twice on the same day and becomes entangled in a secret society 
and a mystery. But what keeps him awake at night the most is the 
realization that he desperately wants a child. And as his friends 
gently remind him: If he wants a child, then he has to start by 
finding a woman...

English sample available



Nathalie Pagie (1974) is a thriller writer  
and communications advisor. She lives 

with her husband and two children 
in Breda, the Netherlands. Her debut 
The Drama Club (De toneelclub) was 

published in 2013, followed by The 
Campus (De Campus) in 2014. Both 

books sold more than 15,000 copies in 
the Netherlands and Flanders.

About the Author

bIRds oF PaRadIse

Publisher: Boekerij
Original Language:  Dutch | 320 pp. | October 2015
Territory:  World Excl Dutch

By Nathalie Pagie

susPense

Feisty Dutch journalist Tara Linders goes to Aruba to research an 
article about successful young entrepreneurs. When she meets a 
Flemish girl in distress, they fall on a completely different story.
With the help of her colleague Diego Martinez, Tara goes to in-
vestigate, and discovers that the island also has some very dark 
sides. Together they open a bigger can of worms than they had 
ever thought possible: the luxurious island life appears to be no 
more than a bubble about to burst. And when the residents turn 
against her, she will have to fight for her life…

Birds of Paradise is the first book in a series featuring Tara 
Linders and Diego Martinez.
 

A page-turner with a fabulous plot, and great main characters with 
surprising character traits. Suspenseful until the end. —Nbd Biblion 
Red-hot suspense in Paradise. —BN/De Stem

English sample available
Over 3,000 copies sold

tuRbuLenCe

Annette Herfkens writes and speaks 
about the gains that come with loss. 

She is an accidental expert in the 
field: Nine years after she lost her 

fiancé in an airplane crash, her son 
was diagnosed with autism. Just as in 
the jungle, she focuses on the beauty 
of what is. Annette is currently living 
a hopeful life in New York City with 

her family.
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Publisher: Boekerij
Original Language:  English | 322 pp. | April 2015
Territory:  World Excl North America, Dutch and Vietnamese
Rights Sold: France (Payot-Rivages), Germany (Lübbe), Portugal 
(Quinta Essência/Leya, in a pre-empt), USA (Regan Arts, incl. Canada) 

By Annette Herfkens

InsPIRatIonaL memoIR

When young Annette Herfkens, one of the few female inter-
national bond traders on Wall Street, and her fiance boarded 
Vietnam Airlines flight 474 in Ho Chi Minh City, they were just 
two passengers headed for a romantic getaway, unaware of the 
fateful moment that would shatter their dreams forever. The 
plane crashed into a mountaintop, leaving Annette trapped in 
the jungle as the sole survivor for eight days. What followed was 
an incredible story of endurance, mystery, and higher spirit.

An incredible testimony on adaptability and a lesson of 
optimism. –Canal+
A great example of resilience. –Psychologies 
In Turbulence, Annette Herfkens puts spiritual insights and 
teachings into practice, describing both effortless and mindful 
transformation of consciousness, in a concise and compelling 
way. —Deepak Chopra 

If you think that surviving an airplane crash will get 
you a free pass for the rest of your life, think again
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home In PoRtugaL

Publisher: Boekerij
Original Language: Dutch | 224 pp. | 2014
Territory: World Excl Dutch

By Marieke Woudstra

women’s FICtIon

Marjorie and Bart have both been through a lot when they meet. 
On their first holiday in Marjorie’s beloved Portugal, Bart also 
falls in love with the country, its people and its beautiful nature. 
Marjorie has two grown daughters, and because Bart and she feel 
ready for a new challenge in life, they decide to follow Marjorie’s 
lifelong dream of moving to Portugal.

The lovers manage to scrape enough money together to buy Alta 
Vista, a dilapidated old farm surrounded by olive trees in the 
Alentejo in the South of Portugal. They try to make a living by 
producing and selling biological olive oil, and live a simple and 
sustainable life in harmony with the environment. A dream come 
true, but also a lot of hard work, unforeseen troubles and disap-
pointments. Will they be strong enough to turn their ideals into 
reality?

English sample available
Over 10,000 copies sold

Marieke studied Portuguese and worked 
as a teacher and translator. Currently 
she combines her job as care manager 

in the Netherlands with a life in the 
Portuguese countryside. In her novel she 
describes, partly based on her own expe-
riences, the life of a woman who realises 
her Portuguese dream together with her 
new lover, against the background of the 

culture, atmosphere and reality of an 
authentic Portuguese village of today.

About the Author

A compelling story that exudes love for Portugal. – Tessa de Loo, 
bestselling author of The Twins



Bram Dehouck (Belgium) was the first author 
ever to win both the Golden Noose and the 
Shadow Award for the same novel: The Af-

fable Murderer (De Minzame Moordenaar). 
A Sleepless Summer, his second novel, was 

awarded the 2012 Golden Noose and the 2011 
Knack Hercule Poirot Public Prize, and was 
nominated for the Crimezone Best Thriller 

Award. Shooting Star bought film rights of A 
Sleepless Summer. His new book The White 

Raven will be published in October 2016.

About the Author
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a sLeePLess summeR

Publisher: De Geus
Original Language:  Dutch | 305 pp. | 2011
Territory:  World Excl Dutch
Rights Sold: France (Galaade), Germany (BTB), English 
(World Editions); Film rights sold to Shooting Star

By Bram Dehouck

thRILLeR

Seasons come and go in provincial Blaashoek, where the town’s 
superficial harmony is upended by the arrival of a wind park – a 
blessing for some, a curse for others. The irritating hum of the 
turbines keeps butcher Herman Bracke, known far and wide for 
his delicious ‘summer paté’, awake at night. He falls prey to a 
deadly fatigue and gradually loses control over his work, setting 
off a series of blood-curdling events, with fatal consequences for 
the townspeople. Life in Blaashoek will never be the same again.

Dehouck obviously loves the written word and manipulates it with 
impressive precision. It’s a minor miracle how he brings to life over 
twenty characters in barely two hundred pages. —Het Parool ****
Grimly enjoyable. —Sunday Times Crime Club Newsletter

the whIte Raven

Publisher: De Geus
Original Language:  Dutch | 256 pp. | October 2016
Territory:  World Excl Dutch | Under option: Germany & the UK

By Bram Dehouck

thRILLeR

Nick Farkas is a man to look up to. Someone you want to be near 
to. Full of charm, style and charisma. His CV is an enumeration of 
successes. Nick Farkas is a white raven. It is a name given to him 
by others. By his superiors.  Other people, who have worked with 
him, tell a different story. A story of manipulation, intimidation, 
abuse and blatant lies. Of castles in the sky, and a bloated self-
image. But pride comes before a fall, doesn’t it? 

No, Nick Farkas will not fall. Because he will never stay in the 
same place for too long. When things get too hot, he leaves. A new 
job, a new beginning. Maybe things will go differently this time. 
Maybe Nick Farkas will finally be confronted by himself.

Praise for Dehouck’s previous work:

Very few Dutch thriller authors are able to touch his 

authorship. —Trouw

Dehouck shows that the power is in the restriction; he keeps the 
story small and the main characters on a short rein. He successfully 
causes confusion. —NRC Handelsblad

Full English translation available; over 15,000 copies sold

Winner of The Golden Noose in 2012 and the 2011 Knack 
Hercule Poirot Public Prize
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Publisher: De Geus
Original Language:  Dutch | 96 pp. | March 2016
Territory:  World Excl Dutch | Rights Sold: France (Albin 
Michel), Germany (Aufbau, at auction) | Under option: World 
English, Spanish in Latin America

By Esther Gerritsen

LIteRaRy FICtIon

Minutes before Olivia has to speak at an important meeting of 
shareholders, her brother calls. His leg might have to be amputated. 
Marcus and Olivia hardly ever see each other, but the amputation 
has an unexpected impact on her, as if she’d be losing her own leg. 
She immediately drops everything in a hopeless attempt to save her 
brother. But is he really the one who needs to be saved?  

Gift of the Dutch Book Week 2016 
Print run: 700,000 copies
Selected for the ‘10 Books from Holland’ spring 2016 
brochure (Dutch Foundation for Literature)

Roxy

Publisher: De Geus
Original Language:  Dutch | 224 pp. | 2014
Territory:  World Excl Dutch
Rights Sold: Colombia (Panamericana Editorial; Spanish 
language in Latin America), English (World Editions, WEL)

By Esther Gerritsen

LIteRaRy FICtIon

Roxy is 27 when her husband is killed in a car crash, together with 
his lover. She stays behind with their daughter, their house, their 
car, his assistant, the babysitter and the shame for this inglorious 
end of their marriage. Her family is taking care of her, but Roxy is 
not looking for consolation — she is looking for an enemy.
Roxy is the new, brilliant novel by Esther Gerritsen, one of the 
most talented Dutch writers. Shortlisted for practically every 
prize with Craving, and winner of the prestigious Frans Kellen-
donk Prize for all her work to date, Esther Gerritsen is a unique 
voice in Dutch literature.

Not only the choice of her subjects, but also her sense of style make 
Gerritsen an ‘hors catégorie’. Her absurdist logic and subtle humor-
istic voice make every sentence in her novels and columns a ‘typical 
Gerritsen’. —Jury Frans Kellendonk Prize 

Shortlisted for the Libris Literature Prize
Over 15,000 copies sold
Film rights sold to Topkapi (the Netherlands)

Full English translation available

Esther Gerritsen is an established 
novelist and playwright. Her successful 
novel Craving was published in English 
last year and shortlisted for the Vondel 

Prize. Roxy was nominated for the 
Dutch Libris Literature Prize and film 

rights have been sold. In 2014 Gerritsen 
was awarded the Frans Kellendonk 

prize for her body of work.

About the Author

Esther Gerritsen writes witty, raw novels about human shortcomings. 
—De Volkskrant
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The multitalented Jaap Robben is a 
Dutch poet, novelist, playwright and 
performer. Author of several highly 

praised children’s books, You Have Me 
to Love is his first novel for adults. It 

has received great critical acclaim in the 
Netherlands and was awarded the Dio-
raphte Prize and the ANV Debut Prize. 
Dutch booksellers selected You Have 
Me to Love as the best book of 2014. 

you have me to Love 

About the Author

Publisher: De Geus
Original Language:  Dutch | 256 pp. | 2014
Territory:  World Excl Dutch 
Rights Sold: English (World Editions, WEL), Germany (Ars 
Vivendi), Turkey (Kahve), Czech Republic (Vyšehrad)

By Jaap Robben

LIteRaRy FICtIon

This is a bold, tender and ambivalent narrative, raw and disturbing, 
with moments of painful beauty. –The Irish Times 

With You Have Me to Love, Jaap Robben delivers a staggering first 
novel. —Het Parool *****

Mikael lives with his parents on a small and remote island be-
tween Scotland and Norway. One day, his father disappears into 
the sea and Mikael keeps silent about what has happened. Guilt, 
consolation and reproaches pile up, until his mother demands the 
impossible from him. You Have Me to Love is a story as tender 
as it is oppressive, about people who become islands themselves.

Awards: 1st ever Dutch Book Seller Award, ANV Prize for 
Best Debut Novel,  Diorapthe Youth Literature Prize 
Over 30,000 copies sold
Film rights sold to CTM pictures
Full English and German translations available

the woman who Fed the dogs

Kristien Hemmerechts (1955) is a well-
known Belgian author. Her vast body of 
work consist of novels, short stories and 
autobiographical essays. The success of 
various novels such as Language With-
out Me (1997), Gitte, and The Woman 

Who Fed the Dogs (2014) is illustrative 
of the significance and importance of 

her work.

About the Author

Publisher: De Geus
Original Language:  Dutch | 288 pp. | 2014
Territory:  World Excl Dutch | Rights Sold:   World English 
(World Editions), France (Galaade), Sweden (Ramus), France 
(Le Livre de Poche, massmarket paperback).

By Kristien Hemmerechts

LIteRaRy FICtIon

Kristien Hemmerechts didn’t write an apology for an inhuman 
woman, but simply a very good novel. —de Volkskrant

As is the case with the best written of books, it is not what is said, but 
what is not said that makes the writing so accomplished. —For Books’ 
Sake
Odette is the most hated woman in Belgium. She spends her days 
in jail, as an accomplice to a horrifying sexual offence that she was 
dragged into by M., her husband and father of her three children. 
Never did she stop him; she did everything he ordered her to do. 
Well, almost everything. Soon she will be released and move into 
a convent to work. And when she’s not working, she’ll be praying. 
Who is this woman? Does she deserve a second chance? Or is she 
an unscrupulous monster?
The Woman Who Fed the Dogs is the literary interpretation of the 
true story on Marc Dutroux’s kidnapping of young girls in Belgium. 
The character of Odette is based on Michelle Martin, his wife.

Over 15,000 copies sold
Full English and French translations available
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Vamba Sherif (Liberia, 1973) was 
seventeen years old when he moved to 
the Netherlands with his brother. The 
Black Napoleon is his fourth novel and 
the translation rights of his work has 

been sold to various countries including 
Spain, Germany, France and England.

About the Author

the bLaCk naPoLeon

Publisher: De Geus
Original Language:  Dutch | 416 pp. | November 2015
Territory:  World Excl Dutch | Under option: France 

By Vamba Sherif

LIteRaRy FICtIon

Behind the uncomplicated language is hidden the refinement of a 
writer who is running the show. –NRC Handelsblad
Shakespeare in the rainforest. –Berliner Zeitung
The African version of Heart of Darkness. –Ilija Trojanow 
A tremendous novel based on a true story about an 
African emperor.
At the end of the nineteenth century, the colonial rulers divided 
the African continent among themselves. At that time, thirteen-
year-old Zaiwulo is brought from his home in Liberia to the court 
of the scholar Talahat Haidara in an old city in Guinea. This is 
where the boy learns to read, love and fight. At the same time, the 
ruthless warrior Samori Ture wants to unite various African na-
tions to battle against the colonial rulers. The lives of Zaiwulo and 
Samori, the black Napoleon, cross one another. The boy becomes 
an important piece in a heroic struggle for freedom.

English translation available for Land of My Fathers (1999)

English sample available

Charles den Tex is the Netherlands’ 
leading thriller writer. Three of his 
novels have won the Golden Noose 

Prize: Chance in Hell (Schijn van kans, 
2002), The Power of Mr Miller (De 

macht van meneer Miller, 2006) and 
Cell (Cel, 2008). The latter two books 

were turned into a television series and 
Cel was also adapted for the big screen. 
In total, over 1.2 million copies of Den 

Tex’ books have been sold.

About the Author

bot

Publisher: De Geus
Original Language:  Dutch | 384 pp. | February 2016
Territory:  World Excl Dutch | Under option: World English

By Charles den Tex

thRILLeR

A big hit for those who love intelligent thrillers.  –Hebban

Den Tex just manages to succeed every single time. –DWDD Boekenpanel

To maximize his profits, Willem Hartma needs a system that gives 
him more information about his clients than any existing system 
can provide. A system that goes beyond the limits of decency. 
No company in the world could create such a system legally, but 
fortunately there’s Bas: a hyper intelligent nerd who doesn’t ask 
any questions and who perceives the world in his very own and 
unique way. But then Willem dies, and no one can access the sys-
tem. Except for Bas. He holds the key. He can decide who is able 
to use it. But does he want to?

English sample available
Over 15,000 copies sold
Immediately entered the Dutch bestseller Top 60 at #11!



Elfie Tromp (the Netherlands, 1985) writes 
novels, columns and plays. Her debut 

novel, Goeroe (2013), was awarded the 
prize of the best book of Rotterdam. That 

same year she won a prize for young travel 
journalists. She writes a weekly column for 
Metro, one of the main newspapers of the 

Netherlands. Her second novel, Underdog, 
received raving reviews and was nomi-

nated for the BNG Literature Prize 2015 
and the Dioraphte Literature Prize 2016.

About the Author

undeRdog

Publisher: De Geus
Original Language:  Dutch | 256 pp. | October 2015
Territory:  World Excl Dutch

By Elfie Tromp

LIteRaRy FICtIon

A tragicomedy about the biggest taboo of our time: failure.
The eccentric Rein works as a caretaker at his family’s kennel. 
Although the Afghan Hounds have won many awards, the kennel 
is on the edge of a financial abyss. Rein’s ambitious sister, Adelien, 
has a plan of last resort: they should have their bitch serviced by an 
international stud dog in Australia. 
During a trip full of unexpected situations the siblings get to know 
each other better than they ever thought possible.

A splendid and humorous indictment against social 
engineering. ─De Telegraaf

There’s something crystalline and specific about the way Elfie writes. 
Every other sentence is like a gem under the glass at a counter at 
Tiffany’s. I find myself stopping and thinking several times on every 
page. This is possibly the rarest thing to find in a writer. A unique 
voice that maps onto no other preexisting voice. She is dazzling. 
─Douglas Coupland
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Shortlisted for the BNG Literatuurprijs
English sample available

thIRty days

Publisher: De Geus
Original Language:  Dutch | 320 pp. | March 2015
Territory:  World Excl Dutch
Rights Sold: English (World Editions, WEL), France (Fleuve Editions, 
in a pre-empt)

By Annelies Verbeke

LIteRaRy FICtIon

Verbeke manipulates in a refined way the register of 
duality: life and death, good and bad, friend and foe go 
closely together. That realization gets through to the end 
of the novel.  —De Morgen ****
Alphonse is a handyman with unique charisma. His costum-
ers are not only praising his work, but also his personality. 
He brings peace to people and they open their mind for him. 
His attraction is so overwhelming that people are starting 
to claim him. But Alphonse neither wants to be a guru nor 
Jesus.

Complete English translation & Polish sample available
Over 20,000 copies sold
Awarded the 2015 NRC Book Award for Best Dutch-language 
Novel of the Year & the 2015 F. Bordewijkprijs for Best Novel
Shortlisted for the 2015 ECI Literature Prize and longlisted 
for the 2016 Libris Literature Prize
Nominated for the Opzij Literature Prize 2016

Annelies Verbeke (Gent, 1976) is 
what you might call an all-rounder. 

She writes novels, film scenarios, 
theatre texts and columns. However, 
the genre she particularly focuses on 
is the short story. A few years ago she 
published her first collection, Greener 

Grass, followed in the summer of 
2012 by the anthology To the City.

About the Author
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Martijn van Calmthout (Eindhoven 1961) 
is science editor and commentator for 
Dutch newspaper de Volkskrant. He 
studied physics in Utrecht and writes 

about the sciences. His published works 
include the biographical Einstein’s Light 
(Einsteins Licht, 2005) and the Survival 
Guide for the Future (Survivalgids voor 

de Toekomst, 2013). 

About the Author

sam goudsmIt. the hunt FoR hItLeR’s 
atom bomb
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Publisher: Meulenhoff
Original Language:  Dutch | 288 pp. | October 2016
Territory:  World Excl Dutch

By Martijn van Calmthout

bIogRaPhy

Outline and prologue available in English

I see you

Publisher: Meulenhoff
Original Language:  Dutch | 288 pp. | May 2016
Territory:  World Excl Dutch

By Matthijs Kleyn

LIteRaRy FICtIon

A high-speed novel, full of beautiful sentences and phrases 
and very realistic dialogues. –Veronica Magazine

A brilliant novel, with a very surprising denouement in which Kleyn 
proves that love is always unlimited. –Hebban

Fender is a nostalgic guy in his early 30s who runs a video rental 
store against his better judgment. When he meets Lisa, he finally 
feels alive again for the first time since breaking up with his ex-
girlfriend. Lisa is beautiful but elusive and mysterious; their love is 
pure but intense. His life consists mainly of watching movies and 
searching for proof that Elvis is still alive, while Lisa wants to get all 
she can out of life and does so with friends, music and drugs.

How strong can love be when the other is constantly trying to run 
away? Matthijs Kleyn overwhelms with this passionate novel about 
running away, forgetting and remembering.

Matthijs Kleyn (Leiden, 1979) is a 
novelist and television presenter. His 

debut novel Vita was published in 
2011 and was an instant bestseller. 

Now, five years on, his second novel I 
See You is here. This autumn will see 
his non-fiction book Cesar, in which 

he describes his son’s first year.

About the Author

The remarkable story of Sam Goudsmit, the Dutch-American physi-
cist who played a groundbreaking role in the establishment of mod-
ern physics. In World War II he led the American search for Hitler’s 
atomic bomb on the European front. As an American he organized 
the most prominent magazine for physicists, PRL. During the Cold 
War he played an important and moderating role in the debates in 
the USA on nuclear weaponing. 

As a scientific journalist, Van Calmthout was writing two biogra-
phies on Einstein years ago when he stumbled on Goudsmit’s in-
triguing life story. This story, about brilliant science, heroic cour-
age, tragedy and leadership, needs to be told to a larger audience. 
Van Calmthout worked closely with Goudsmit’s family in the US, 
who was eager to collaborate on this project.
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as Long as theRe Is LIFe. the new 
seCRet dIaRy oF hendRIk gRoen, 85 yeaRs oLd

Publisher: Meulenhoff
Original Language:  Dutch | 375 pp. | January 2016
Territory:  World Excl Dutch | Rights Sold: Italy (Longanesi), 
Slovenia (Mladinska Knjiga), Germany (Piper), Poland (Albatros),  
UK & Commonwealth (Michael Joseph/Penguin Random House 
UK), Egypt (Al Kotob Khan, World Arabic rights), Czech Republic 
(XYZ-Albatros), Slovakia (Albatros Media). Under option in many 
countries (see next page)

By Hendrik Groen

LIteRaRy FICtIon

Like the first very successful diary, As Long As There Is Life consists 
of many daily challenges, described in a very witty and satirical way, 
but tender and loving at the same time. 

Since 2013 a lot has changed. The members of the Old-But-Not-Dead 
club are not getting any younger or healthier, although they did wel-
come two new members, Leonie and Geert, to fill the holes that Gri-
etje and Eefje have left. Eefje has passed away, and Grietje, who has 
Alzheimer’s, moved to ‘the other side’ – the closed ward. 

Hendrik Groen is a pseudonym. The 
author doesn’t live in a retirement 

home himself, but he does write from 
his own experience. As he always 

says: ‘Not a sentence is dishonest, but 
not every word is true.’

About the Author

Over 70,000 copies sold 

In the Bestseller Top 20 since its publication

Hendrik regularly visits Grietje and though she seems very happy, she doesn’t recognize him. Sometimes after 
he has visited her, he contemplates life and death, thinking about his wife and daughter and about Eefje’s death 
and her funeral. He misses her. A lot. ‘Love rarely has a happy ending,’ he writes. He realises that time flies. Many 
things have changed over the last few decades and he and the other elderly of the home are sidelined to the out-
skirts of society. But he and his friends take action: after a pause of several months, they bring back to life their 
Old-But-Not-Dead club and their good tradition of trips, as well as a chocolate workshop and a course in African 
percussion. They add a new idea as well: every few weeks they will dine in a restaurant of a different world cuisine 
– Chinese and Italian excluded. 
Life in the home has its excitements as well:  after a panic about fire regulations, Hendrik and his friends of Old-
But-Not-Dead decide to stand for election in the resident’s committee. In their newly-elected position, they have 
regular meetings with the Manager, Mrs. Stelwagen, who is not very keen on making them any wiser than they 
need to be. She smiles politely and allows them some small victories to keep them quiet. 
The second half of the year is marked by a personal tragedy: Hendrik’s best friend Evert has cancer, and the 
doctors only give him a few months. Initially, he only tells Hendrik. He doesn’t want anyone’s pity, and he hates 
complaining about physical discomfort. As winter approaches, Evert’s condition deteriorates and he gathers the 
courage to summon all his friends to his room and tells them about his rapidly approaching death. With the help 
of his son Jan, he has secretly arranged illegal pills to stage his own death. ‘That way I won’t have to bother anyone 
when it’s my time,’ he states. When Hendrik sees him on his last day, they drink a brandy together and toast, for 
the last time, to life and friendship.
After Evert’s death, Hendrik and his friends have a hard time keeping up their spirits. Although they are sure that 
no one can ever replace Evert, they decide to welcome two additional new members to the club. 
Hendrik muses at the end of the year, that there will come a day that Old-But-Not-Dead won’t exist anymore. As 
almost all world news is dominated by IS terrorism, the refugee crisis and the crumbling European Union, what 
will people in 2016 remember when they look back at 2015? Only misery and death, or will they remember good 
things too? Like the Old-But-Not-Dead club, that heart-warming group of aging friends that make the best of it, as 
long as there is life.
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attemPts to make somethIng oF LIFe. 
the seCRet dIaRy oF hendRIk gRoen, 83 1/4 
yeaRs oLd

Hendrik Groen is a pseudonym. The 
author doesn’t live in a retirement 

home himself, but he does write from 
his own experience. As he always 

says: ‘Not a sentence is dishonest, but 
not every word is true.’
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Publisher: Meulenhoff
Original Language:  Dutch | 328 pp. | June 2014
Territory:  World Excl Dutch
Rights sold: (mostly at auction or in pre-empts): USA (Grand Cen-
tral, NA), Italy (Longanesi), Germany (Piper), Spain (Roca), France 
(Presses de la Cité), Catalan (Amsterdam), Greece (Patakis), UK & 
Commonwealth (Michael Joseph/Penguin Randomhouse UK), Sweden 
(Wahlström & Widstrand), Korea (Moonhak Soochup), Finland (Gum-
merus), Brazil (Planeta), Portugal (Jacaranda), Serbia (Dereta), Poland 
(Albatros), Lithuania (Alma Littera), Slovenia (Mladinska Knjiga), 
Norway (Vigmostad & Bjørke), Iceland (Bjartur), Hungary (Libri Kiado), 
Turkey (Can), China (Thinkingdom), Estonia (Eesti Raamat), Denmark 
(People’s Press), Bulgaria (Bard), Egypt (Al Kotob Khan, World Arabic 
rights), Romania (Art), Taiwan (Commonwealth Publishing Co.), Bosnia 
(Šahinpasic), Czech Republic (XYZ-Albatros), Slovakia (Albatros Media)

By Hendrik Groen

LIteRaRy FICtIon

One of the most successful debut novels of 2014, on a 
very topical subject. The Dutch publisher Meulenhoff has 
never received so many heart-warming emails and let-
ters from readers throughout the Netherlands! Also pub-
lished in large print and audio editions, as requested by 
many.

Hendrik Groen may be old, but he’s certainly not dead yet and not 
messing about this year. Granted, his daily walks become shorter 
and shorter because the legs are protesting and he certainly fre-
quents his GP’s office; he’s an elderly, technically speaking. But why 
would that mean that life’s only about hiding out in a retirement 
home, drinking coffee and waiting for death to come?

In short and honest, seemingly light-hearted diary entries Hendrik 
Groen takes the reader along for a year full of ups and downs in a 
retirement home in the north of Amsterdam. On the last day of the 
year it will be hard to say goodbye to this charming character…

Full English translation available

Over 150,000 copies sold; TV rights sold

Still in the Bestseller 60, over 2 years after its initial publication

Translation rights sold in over 30 territories

* Reading The Secret Diary, I was constantly put in mind of Ken Kesey’s madhouse tale One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest, an-

other comi-tragedy concerning the tyranny of institutions of the unwanted. Enjoy Groen’s light touch but do not be fooled by 

it. We live in an ageing society. The Secret Diary is a handbook of resistance for our time. —The Sunday Telegraph *****

* Funny and frank – a story with a great deal of heart. –Graeme Simsion, international bestselling author of The Rosie Project

* There are many laughs in this book but it’s so much more than just a comedy. It’s a story about how friendship, selflessness 

and dignity lie at the heart of the human experience. When I’m an old man, I want to be Hendrik Groen. –John Boyne, author 

of international bestseller The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas

* With pungent phrasing Groen takes down life in a retirement home. Both charming and hilarious. –Leeuwarder Courant ****



tuRkIsh deLIght

Jan Wolkers (1925-2007) was an author, 
sculptor, and one of the ‘Great Four’ 

writers of Dutch literature. With works 
like Crew Cut (Kort Amerikaans), Turk-

ish Delight (Turks fruit), Return to 
Oegstgeest (Terug naar Oegstgeest), and 
The Dodo (De walgvogel) Jan Wolkers is 
among the most widely translated Dutch 

authors.
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About the Author
Erik Rozing studied Medicine at 

Maastricht University and specialized 
in psychiatry at Leiden University. He 

currently lives and works in Amsterdam. 
As a psychiatrist his focus is on patients 

with psychosis and trauma. The Psychia-
trist and the Girl is his debut novel.

About the Author

the PsyChIatRIst and the gIRL
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Publisher: Meulenhoff
Original Language:  Dutch | 214 pp. | 1969
Territory:  World Excl Dutch 
Rights Sold: USA (Tin House, North American rights), France 
(Belfond), Germany (Alexander), Korea (Hyundae Munhak), Greece 
(Potamos)

By Jan Wolkers

CLassIC

Publisher: Meulenhoff
Original Language:  Dutch | 448 pp. | January 2016
Territory:  World Excl Dutch 

By Erik Rozing

LIteRaRy FICtIon

The Psychiatrist and the Girl is a well written, fast-paced and cap-
tivating read. The description of the characters is based on reality, 
very frank and often witty. Recommended.  –Hebban *****  

The Rosie Project meets Girl, Interrupted meets The 
Shock of the Fall, set in a psychiatric department of a 
General Hospital.
Life could be easier for young doctor Edgar Simons at the moment. 
His girlfriend has broken up with him and after making a fatal 
judgmental error, he’s been put under heavy scrutiny in the hospi-
tal where he works as an intern. Ever since, he has been desperately 
trying to convince his tutor that he is in fact fit for the job. 
Edgar himself is not free of mental issues either – he suffers from 
depression and drinks more than he would find acceptable in his 
patients. Then he gets to treat a new patient: Stella. She utterly fas-
cinates him. He’s getting obsessed and he knows he should keep 
her at arm’s length, but how?

Detailed English synopsis & English sample available
Over 7,000 copies sold; 5th print run
Shortlisted for the Hebban Debut Prize for Fiction

Complete English, French & German translations and Spanish 
sample chapters available
Dutch Literature Foundation covers 100% of translation costsLit-

Upon its original publication in 1969, Turkish Delight was a sen-
sation and a scandal. Its graphic language and explicit sex scenes 
had an explosive effect, but just as revolutionary was its frank, 
colloquial style. The more straightlaced critics condemned the 
book, but readers saw a novel that reflected the way that they 
spoke, thought, and felt.

Turkish Delight opens with a screed: a sculptor in his studio, rag-
ing against the love he lost and describing, in gory detail, the state 
of his life since she left him. Our narrator alternates between the 
story of his relationship with Olga — its passion and affection, 
but also its obsessiveness and abuse — and the dark days that fol-
lowed, as he attempts to recapture what they had when they lived 
together, ‘happy as beasts.’ The two only reunite during Olga’s in-
exorable and tragic decline into cancer — the chemo having tak-
en her hair and rotted her teeth, she will only eat the soft, sweet 
Turkish Delight that her ex-lover brings to her bedside.
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Publisher: Nieuw Amsterdam
Original Language:  Dutch | 320 pp. | January 2017
Territory:  World Excl Dutch | Under option: Spanish in Latin 
America.

haZeR

Jeroen Thijssen writes novels, short 
stories and non-fiction. In 2014 his 

much praised novel Solitude was pub-
lished, a family saga set in the former 

Dutch colony Indonesia. Solitude will be 
translated into Spanish and published in 
Latin America in 2017. Thijssen is a  well-
known author in the Netherlands, called  

‘a master of suggestion’ by newspaper 
Trouw and compared to great Dutch 

writers as Hella Haasse and Couperus by 
de Volkskrant.

About the Author

By Jeroen Thijssen

LIteRaRy FICtIon

A disturbing and very gripping novel.

Haarlem, 1979. When the parents of 18-year-old Rogi leave for Ireland, 
he is on his own. He can’t find a room to rent and decides to go and 
live in a squat. As one of the first occupants he experiences how Hazer 
develops from a shack into a structured community. He fights at the 
Vondelstraat and the coronation riot. But as the squatters become more 
extreme, his doubts increase.

In the background Rogi’s family plays an important role: his parents 
struggling in Ireland, his grandmother with her secrets and the war-
time history of both families, that Rogi slowly discovers.

Hazer is a rich and layered novel about right and wrong, ideals and 
reality.

Mireille Geus (1964) is writer, writing 
teacher and writing coach. She wrote 
among others Big (Piglet), that was 

awarded the Gouden Griffel (Golden 
pencil, award for children’s literature). 
Her children’s books have been pub-

lished in nine countries, including the 
United States, Germany and Japan. An 

Easy Child is her first adult novel.

About the Author

Publisher: Nieuw Amsterdam
Original Language:  Dutch | 288 pp. | March 2016
Territory:  World Excl Dutch

an easy ChILd
By Mireille Geus

LIteRaRy FICtIon

A witty and very surprising debut novel, a real page-turner.

The students Willemijn and Parel get the chance to house-sit a luxury 
villa (sauna included), in Belgium. Willemijn thinks it is a good oppor-
tunity to strengthen ties with her friend. 

Parel makes up and tells stories like no other, and that’s exactly the 
kind of distraction that Willemijn needs. When they arrive at the villa at 
night, the leaving couple has an odd request: if they not only can house-
sit, but also babysit their child that lies asleep upstairs.

Reluctant, Parel and Willemijn agree, not knowing it will seriously 
jeopardize their friendship. The next morning it turns out the child has 
disappeared.

English sample available

An Easy Child is extremely exciting and cleverly plays 
with Parel’s narrative talent. The well-built psychological 
plot works its way to a startling stop. –NDB Biblion

English sample available



Lost Language

Bronja Prazdny is journalist and 
writer. Recently she published 

Women with Autism. An early ver-
sion of Lost language reached the 
final of Manuscripting, a contest 
for unpublished writing talent. 

Bronja Prazdny lives and works in 
Groningen.
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By Bronja Prazdny

LIteRaRy FICtIon

Great writing style and an original approach. –Hebban

Her descriptions of places, people and emotions are raw, original and 
lively. [...] The construction of the book seems to match her search: 
from lack of clarity, to knowledge, understanding and then feeling. 
Moved to tears. –Boekenbijlage.nl

Bronja Prazdny comes from a family of refugees. Her father and mother 
left their birth country, Czechoslovakia, in the late sixties and met each 
other in the village of Bilthoven, in a Dutch course for foreign speakers. 
Bronja’s grandparents also fled Czechoslovakia: first fleeing the Nazis 
together, and after the war her grandfather fled again, this time from 
the communists. 
Bronja was born in the Netherlands, but the fleeing has left a legacy. 
She feels different, she looks different. She thinks it has to do with her 
Jewish background, but at the same time she doesn’t know much about 
Judaism, just like she doesn’t know much about her family. She thus 
begins the search, covering England, Israel, the Czech Republic and 
America. Lost Language is a lively history of detached family ties and a 
moving examination of what identity contains.

Publisher: Nieuw Amsterdam
Original Language:  Dutch | 304 pp. | January 2016
Territory:  World Excl Dutch

English sample available

when wInteR Is oveR

Publisher: Nieuw Amsterdam
Original Language:  Dutch | 224 pp. | September 2015
Territory:  World Excl Dutch

By Thomas Verbogt

LIteRaRy FICtIon

This penetrating novel is about the meaning, in retrospect, of the 
cadence of existence, how to interpret far-reaching events. […] Subtly 
jumping back and forth between present and past, without frippery, 
small details become ‘big’ in this narrative. This new Verbogt is stun-
ning in its simplicity. –De Telegraaf ****

Your life might be ultimately determined by just a few seconds. Because 
you glance at someone, or not. You’re suddenly being kissed on a sum-
mer day. It doesn’t have to be more than that. The protagonist of When 
Winter Is Over feels exactly this, as for years he lives with the recollec-
tion of such a moment. But merely the recollection isn’t enough.

When Winter Is Over is a story about guilt and shame, about the re-
alization that we are all merely passersby who glance at each other, or 
quickly touch each other. It treats the question of what life is ultimately 
about: about the truth, or about reality. 

When Winter Is Over – it’s a promise, the hope of something new.

English sample available; over 15,000 copies sold
Longlisted for the 2016 ECI Literature Prize; shortlisted 
for the Libris Literature Award & the Boekhandelsprijs 
retail award

Thomas Verbogt (1952) has written 
many novels, short stories and the-

ater plays. Well-known titles include 
the collection of stories What Exactly 

Is the Purpose? and Really Some-
thing for You, and the novels Perfect 

Silence and Color of Happiness.

About the Author
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saLam euRoPe!

Since his debut The Eagles (1993) Kad-
er Abdolah (Iran, 1954) has remained 
a staple of Dutch literature. His large, 
internationally successful novels in-

clude, among others, Cuneiform (2000), 
The House of the Mosque (2005), The 
King (2011) and The Parrot Flew Over 

the IJssel (2014).
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By Kader Abdolah

LIteRaRy FICtIon

Praise for Abdolah’s previous novel The Parrot Flew Over the IJssel:

A thick, exciting and touching book about immigrants 
and local troubles in Holland. –NRC Handelsblad

A wonderful book to read. A book that makes you think. 
–Nederlands Dagblad

In his new novel Abdolah mixes personal and national events 
to create a whole fairytale. –Trouw

Praise for The King:

A strong and colourful story illuminating the complex 
forces that have shaped contemporary Iran. –Metro

Set in the last half of the 19th century, The King is a biography of 
brutality and ambition; all of its characters strive to shape their own 
lives as well as the destiny of their evolving nation. –New York Times

Praise for The House of the Mosque:

Enchanting...Abdolah’s juxtapositions - the spiritual and 
the earthly, myth and reality - give the story a powerful 
irony. –Independent

Western Europe at the end of the 19th century. For the first time in history a Shah of Persia travels through 
Europe in one of the Old Continent’s most fascinating times. He travels by train and boat and in his wake is 
an awesome procession of feuding family members, jealous courtiers, servants and messengers.

The Shah wonders what awaits him in Russia, Germany, England and France? And, especially, in Brussels 
and Amsterdam, two capitals in which, at first sight, the Shah has no interest. Salam Europe! is a previously 
untold story about Europe as seen through the eyes of a curious monarch who goes places where no historian 
has gone before. At the same time, the story is told directly through the eyes of Kader Abdolah who himself 
makes the journey from Iran some 150 years later. 

Salam Europe!, the major new novel from Kader Abdolah, is a story about curiosity and interest in others. It 
is a startling novel about the beauty and meaning of looking beyond borders, in which reality and imagination 
intermingle so that the reader can no longer distinguish the pages of fiction from those that are not. But 
Salam Europe! is also a story about the present. Kader Abdolah marvelously and uniquely weaves his story with 
those of the current concerns in Europe: the arrival of millions of immigrants, the attacks in Paris and the 
events in Germany and the Netherlands. It is a highly relevant novel.

Publisher: Prometheus
Original Language:  Dutch | 424 pp. | October 2016
Territory:  World Excl Dutch | Under option: Bosnia, Italy, 
Spanish in Latin America


